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General Information 
 
If you want information on a specific TRACK command or panel while on CMS, try entering 
'HELP TRACK panel' or 'HELP TRACK command'.  For a menu of available TRACK 
panels and commands, try entering HELP TRACK MENU. 
 
* * *   I M P O R T A N T note for previous TRACK users * * * 
 

A few of the features of TRACK that used to be available, such as the TRT (third-
level storage read) and the ability to read from a DUMP file have been removed.  
These functions have not been maintained so were removed.   There may still be 
references to these features within HELP files or the code, so keep this in mind if you 
stumble upon them. 

 
Use the TRACK routine to examine one or more virtual machines as they execute via a full-
screen program.   TRACK is a module that runs in the CMS user area. 
 
It requires Class E CP privileges (for DIAG X'0004'). Class A CP privileges to issue CP 
LOCK and UNLOCK commands and CLASS C or E for the CP LOCATE command are 
highly recommended but not absolutely necessary. Without them, virtual storage and other 
non resident pages may well be inaccessible. 
 
TRACK NEVER modifies CP in any way.  In other words, TRACK looks but does not touch 
or change your system.   If pages are LOCKed by TRACK, they are quickly UNLOCKed 
once the storage is read.  
 
Be sure to read the Copyright, Support and Contact Information section for important 
information. 
 
 
Installing TRACK 
 
See the README FIRST and TRACK MEMO files for details on building/installing 
TRACK on your system. 
 
 
Invoking TRACK 
 
See the section TRACK command – External for details on how to begin the TRACK utility 
from CMS. 
 
 
Examples of using TRACK 
 
Because certain panels are invoked via PF keys, rather than commands, you can use the panel 
names as pseudo-commands, as follows: 
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§ TRACK userid VMD 
this is the default VMD panel 
 

§ TRACK userid DEV 
enters TRACK in DEV panel 
 

§ TRACK userid DBK address 
enters TRACK in DBK panel 
 

§ TRACK userid VST address 
enters TRACK in VST panel 
 

§ TRACK userid RST address 
enters TRACK in RST panel 

 
Using the existing TRACK internal commands, you could do the following: 
 
§ TRACK userid RET OFF 

enters TRACK with RETrieve buffer OFF 
 

§ TRACK userid AUTO 5 
set auto-update interval 
 

§ TRACK userid T userid 
TRACK two (or more) users immediately 

 
A common use of the initial command is to TRACK a user with an immediate display of the 
spooled console, e.g.: 
 
§ TRACK userid CON 

 
You can also specify a panel name AND a command for that panel, for example: 
 
§ TRACK userid DEV CLASS DASD TYPE 3390 

 
The above example enters TRACK with the DEV panel displaying only 3390's 
 
§ TRACK userid CMS SVC FILE 

 
The above example enters TRACK with the CMS panel displaying the SVC and FILE types. 
 
You can enter TRACK in AUTO-UPDATE mode by appending the word AUP to the 
TRACK command, as follows: 
 
§ TRACK userid AUP 
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Virtual Machine Hung Example 
 
If a virtual machine is hung, it often has pending interrupts on virtual devices.  You can enter 
TRACK with an immediate display of devices with pending interrupts: 
 
§ TRACK userid DEV CLASS * IO PEND 

 
 
Additional Examples 
 
More examples of entering the TRACK command from CMS: 
 
       track operator 
       track * 
       track system 
       track x'02D42'    * This will be changed to address 02D42000 
       track operator console 
       track operator cms all 
 
TRACK tries to do a hash table lookup for the specified user, if it can. If it can't or fails, it 
searches the entire VMDBK chain. If the VMDBK cannot be found, TRACK issues an error 
message to that effect and exits.  Otherwise, TRACK shows you the VMD information panel 
and waits for you to enter a command (or executes the initial command, if one was provided). 
 
 
Panels And Commands 
 
TRACK shows you information about the user in one of many panels. Each panel shows a 
different kind of information.  You move between the panels via the PF keys or commands, 
as follows: 
 
PFkey or Command   Action                                  Panel 
----------------   ------                                  ----- 
 
PF9/21 or VMD cmd  Displays CMS and VMDBK fields           VMD 
Names   command    Displays ALL LOGGED-ON USERS            NAM 
 
PF1  or PF13       Displays REAL STORAGE                   RST 
PF10 or PF22       Displays VIRTUAL STORAGE                VST 
PFX     command    Displays REAL and ABSOLUTE PFX(s)       PFX 
 
PF11 or PF23       Displays ALL VIRTUAL DEVICES            DEV 
PF12 or PF24       Displays DEVICE BLOCKS                  DBK 
 
CONsole command    Displays lines from SPOOLED CONSOLE     CON 
PRT     command    Displays lines from SPOOLED PRINTER     PRT 
PUN     command    Displays lines from SPOOLED PUNCH       PUN 
RDR     command    Displays lines from SPOOLED READER      RDR 
 
CMS     command    Displays CMS panel                      CMS 
 
FORMat  command    Displays FORMATTED DSECTs               FRM 
IUCv    command    Displays IUCV/APPC connections          IUC 
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You can go FROM any panel TO any other panel via these PF keys or commands. Initially 
you are shown the VMD panel.  Within any panel, you can take a variety of actions via the 
ENTER key, CLEAR key, other PF keys and other commands. PF keys 13 to 24 can be used 
as alternates to PF keys 1 to 12. 
 
 
Updating A Panel - The ENTER Key 
 
Pressing the ENTER key from any panel causes TRACK to re-read and re-display the 
information on the current panel. 
 
Simply KEEP PRESSING ENTER to update any panel display. 
 
TRACK can also automatically update the display at fixed time intervals - see the discussion 
of AUTO-MODE later in this document. 
 
If you type something in the command entry field and press ENTER, TRACK will attempt to 
execute what you typed in as a command.  Twenty three commands are recognized, as 
follows: 
 
Command   Arguments            Action 
CMS       <ALL|*|types ...>    Displays the CMS panel 
Console   <none>               Displays the CON panel (spooled console) 
FORMat    block addr file      Displays the FRM panel (control blocks) 
Names     <none>               Displays the NAM panel (all users) 
PRT       <address|N|F>        Displays the PRT panel (any spooled printer) 
PFX       <1-6|I|M|A|0>        Displays the PFX panel (selected low core) 
PUN       <address|N|F>        Displays the PUN panel (any spooled punch) 
RDR       <address|N|F>        Displays the RDR panel (any spooled reader) 
IUCv      <cp_service>         Displays the IUC panel (IUCV connections) 
VMD       <none>               Displays the VMD panel 
 
?         <none>               Re-displays the last command 
=         <none>               Re-executes the last command 
Auto      <? | nn.nnn <nn>>    Re-sets the auto-update interval/limit 
Bits      <?|ON|OFF|ALL>       Changes format of flags displays 
CLASs     class <class ...>    Restricts DEV panel by CLASS/TYPE/IO 
DROPfrm   label <label>        Drops selected lines from FRM display 
Dump      <start <end>>        Takes a dump of the tracked virtual machine 
Help      <anything>           Invokes native CMS help system 
HIDEfrm   label <label> |OFF   Hides selected lines from FRM display 
MACRO     macroname            Invokes macroname TRACK as a TRACK macro 
Quit      <userid>             Drops a tracked user 
RETrieve  <ON|OFF|?>           Toggles display of RETRIEVE buffer 
SAVEfrm   <none>               Save a formatted control block 
Track     <?|uid <cmd> <(NEW>> Tracks another user 
 
If the command you enter does not match one of the above entries, TRACK checks to see if 
the command is the file-name of a file with a file-type of TRACK.  If so, the EXEC 
interpreter is invoked to execute the file. If not, the command is passed to CMS for execution 
as a SUBSET command. 
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Getting To Panels - PF Keys and Commands 
 
You get to a specific panel via a PF key or a command.  When you TRACK a user, you are 
initially shown the VMD panel. The PF keys and commands that get you to a specific panel 
are documented below. 
 
 
VMDBK/CMS Display - VMD Panel - PF9 
 
     Syntax: Hit PF9 from any panel 
 
The VMD panel shows information from the virtual machine's VMDBK and low core CMS 
areas (if the VM is not running CMS, the low core information will probably be 
meaningless). Hitting PF7 or PF8 in the VMD panel will shift you to the previous or next 
user in the CP VMDBK chain (cyclic). 
 
See the VMD section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK VMD) for more information on the 
VMD panel. 
 
 
CMS display - CMS panel - CMS command 
 
     Syntax: Enter CMS <ALL|*|types> from any panel 
 
The CMS panel shows information relevant to a virtual machine running CMS. The panel 
can display a variable amount of information, depending on what you type after the word 
'CMS'. 
 
See the CMS section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK CMS) for details on this panel and the 
CMS command. 
 
 
Virtual Storage display - VST panel - PF10 
 
     Syntax: Type or place cursor under a virtual address from any panel, hit PF10.  Just hit 

PF10 to cycle to previous VST displays. 
 
     Note:  TRACK imbeds addresses in unprotected fields.  You can often place your cursor 

under an address simply by hitting the TAB key a few times. 
 
The VST panel displays a virtual machine's storage. You can type or place your cursor under 
a virtual address before hitting PF10.  Subsequently, pressing PF10 without typing anything 
(and without putting your cursor under an address) will take you back to the previous VST 
panels. Note that you can type a new address (or place your cursor under a new address) and 
press PF10 from any panel - this will take you to the new address. 
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You can type an address prefixed with a + or - sign to scroll the storage display forward or 
back (e.g., typing +10 and pressing PF10 will shift the display forward X'10' bytes).  PF7 and 
PF8 scroll the display backward and forward a panel at a time. PF6 will display the storage in 
ASSEMBLER format (hit PF6 again to return to standard format). 
 
See the VST section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK VST) for more information on the VST 
panel. 
 
 
Real Storage display - RST panel - PF1 
 
     Syntax: Type or place cursor under a real address from any panel, hit PF1.  Just hit PF1 to 

cycle to any previous RST display. 
 
     Note:   TRACK imbeds addresses in unprotected fields.  You can often place your cursor 

under an address simply by hitting the TAB key a few times. 
 
PF1 takes you to the RST panel.  It works like PF10.  Before using it for the first time, type a 
storage address on the command line (or place your cursor under a real address) and press 
PF1.  Subsequently, pressing PF1 without entering anything will take you back to previous 
RST displays.  You can enter a new address (or position your cursor under a new address) 
from within any panel and press PF1 to move the RST display to that address.  You can also 
prefix an address with a + or - sign to move the display forwards and back. As with the VST 
display, you can use PF7 and PF8 to scroll forwards and back a screen-full at a time, or PF6 
to dis-assemble the displayed storage. 
 
In addition to entering addresses, you can search for a hex or character string in real storage. 
 
See the RST section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK RST) for more information on the RST 
panel. 
 
 
Devices display - DEV panel - PF11 
 
     Syntax: Hit PF11 from ANY panel. 
 
PF11 takes you to the DEV panel.  The ADDRESS, CLASS and TYPE of all devices 
attached to the virtual machine are displayed (including LOGICAL DEVICES). If the 
devices will not fit on one panel, a MORE message is displayed. Press ENTER to scroll the 
display.  (If you want to prevent the DEV panel from scrolling, press the PF11 key). Devices 
with pending interrupts are shown hilighted. 
 
From the DEV panel, you can use PF6, PF7 and PF8 to sort the device display by CLASS, 
ADDRESS and TYPE, respectively, and you can restrict the display on the basis of device 
CLASS, TYPE and/or IO activity via the CLASS command. 
 
See the DEV helpfile (HELP TRACK DEV) for more information on the DEV panel and the 
CLASS command. 
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Device Blocks display - DBK panel - PF12 
 
     Syntax: Type or place cursor under a device address from any panel, hit PF12.  Just hit 

PF12 to cycle back to any previous DBK display. 
 
     Note:   TRACK imbeds addresses in unprotected fields.  You can often place your cursor 

under an address simply by hitting the TAB key a few times. 
 
PF12 takes you to the DBK panel.  PF12 works like PF10.  Before using it for the first time, 
type a device address on the command line (or place your cursor under a device address from 
any panel) and press PF12.  Subsequently, pressing PF12 without typing anything on the 
command line will take you back to previous DBK panels.  You can always re-type a new 
address on the command line (or place your cursor under a device address) and press PF12 to 
display information on the new device. 
 
You can use PF7 and PF8 to skip to the PREVIOUS or NEXT virtual device in the user's 
device chains.  If you have used the CLASS command from the DEV panel, PF7 and PF8 
will respect the current CLASS/TYPE restrictions. 
 
See the DBK helpfile (HELP TRACK DBK) for more information on the DBK panel and the 
CLASS command. 
 
 
Console display - CON panel - The CONSOLE command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'C' and hit ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
Entering "Console" will show you the CON panel, which contains lines from the tracked 
user's spooled console buffer.  If the console is not spooled, an error message is displayed.  If 
the console is spooled, the panel shows lines in the current in-core CP console buffer.  You 
can scroll back and forth through the console buffer via PF7 and PF8.  Each time you hit the 
ENTER key, the entire console buffer is re-read.  Thus, if CP has just written the buffer out 
to DASD, the display may jump from showing many lines to showing just a few. 
 
See the CON helpfile (HELP TRACK CON) for more information on the CONsole panel. 
 
 
Unit-Record displays - PRT/PUN/RDR panels & commands 
 
     Syntax: Type 'RDR', 'PRT' or 'PUN', followed by nothing, or by a device address, or by 

'N' or 'F', then press ENTER. 
 
These commands display lines from an active spooled unit-record device. You can enter 
PRT|PUN|RDR by itself, in which case TRACK locates the first ACTIVE unit-record device 
(at the lowest address).  If you provide an address (PRT|PUN|RDR address), that specific 
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unit-record device is displayed. You can enter 'Next' or 'First', rather than an address, to 
display the next or the first unit-record device.  PF7/8 scroll you through the display. 
 
See the PRT, RDR and PUN sections or the helpfiles (HELP TRACK RDR or PRT or PUN) 
for more information on unit-record displays. 
 
 
Userids display - NAM panel - The NAMES command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'N', press ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
Entering "Names" (you can abbreviate it to "N") shows you the NAM panel, which lists all 
users and their VMDBK addresses.  Initially, the display is shown sorted by USERID.  PF7 
sorts the display by VMDBK address, PF6 sorts it by USERID.  You can place your cursor 
under a USERID and hit PF8 -- this is equivalent to typing "Track userid" on the command 
line.  If all of the names do not fit on your screen, TRACK puts up a "MORE" message - hit 
ENTER to scroll the display. If you want to prevent the display from scrolling when the 
MORE message is up, keep entering "Names". 
 
See the NAMES section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK NAMES) for more information on 
the NAMES panel 
 
 
PFX display - PFX panel - PFX command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'PFX', 'PFX I', 'PFX M', 'PFX A', 'PFX 0' or 'PFX n' where n is either 

1|2|3|4|5|6', press ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
Entering "Pfx" (you can abbreviate it to "P") shows you the PFX panel, which contains 
selected low-core fields. You can optionally provide a CPUID (1-6) if you are executing on a 
multi-processor.  If you just enter "PFX," or if CP is UP generated, you will get IPL proc 
page 0. Entering "PFX n", where n = 1 thru 6, will get you a specific PFX. Entering "PFX I" 
will get you the IPL processor prefix page. Entering "PFX M" will get you the Master 
processor prefix page. Entering "PFX A" will get you the (or an) Alternate processor prefix 
page.  Entering "PFX 0" will show you the storage at the address identified as the processor's 
prefix value. Note that on VM/XA or ESA systems, absolute page 0 (this page) contains very 
little useful information, at least as far as I (RJF) can tell. PF7 and PF8 scroll you through the 
PFX display a screen-full at a time.  PF6 advances the display line by line.  If you just press 
PF6, the display scrolls down 1 line.  You can also type a number and press PF6 to scroll 
down that many lines - if you prefix the number with a "-" sign, the display scrolls up that 
many lines. 
 
See the PFX section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK PFX) for more information on the PFX 
panel. 
 
 
Formatted Control-Block display - FRM panel - FORMAT command 
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     Syntax: See FORMAT section or HELP TRACK FORMAT 
 
FORMat is an experimental facility.  It attempts to mimic the ANALYZE FORMAT 
command, but has less capability.  FORMAT dynamically reads control blocks (DSECTs) 
from maclibs, attempts to assemble these control blocks, and displays real, virtual or third-
level storage as per the control block. 
 
See the FORMAT section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK FORMAT) for more information 
on the FRM panel and the FORMAT command. 
 
 
General Commands and PF keys 
 
In addition to the commands and PF keys that get you into panels, TRACK supports a 
number of commands and PF keys that are valid from ANY panel. These are discussed 
below. 
 
 
Tracking Multiple Users - The TRACK command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'Track'                                -or- 
 
                  'Track ?'                              -or- 
 
                  'Track userid <command> <(NEW>' 
 
             Hit ENTER from ANY panel 
 
     Examples: Track operator 
               Track pvm (new 
               Track pvm format nucon v0 
               Track pvm format nucon v0 (new 
               Track pvm con (new 
               Track pvm ret off 
               Track pvm track rscs 
               Track pvm track rscs c 
               Track * (new 
 
You can track up to 8 users at a time. This command takes 3 forms. 
 
"Track" by itself will rotate you through the tracked users. 
 
"Track ?" will display the list of user's being tracked on the message line. 
 
"Track userid" will start tracking a new user, or shift to that user if he/she is already being 
tracked. You can append an initial command after the "userid." For example, "Track operator 
console", or "Track pvm dev". 
 
You can track the same user multiple times by appending the option 'NEW' to your track 
command.  For example, if you are TRACKing the operator, you can enter 'TRACK 
OPERATOR (NEW', and you will now have two TRACK sessions, each for OPERATOR.  
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You can append an initial command before the NEW option -- e.g., "Track operator format 
nucon v0 (new", or "Track rscs con (new". 
 
See the TRACK helpfile (HELP TRACK TRACK) for more information on the internal 
TRACK command. 
 
 
Quitting - The QUIT and DROP commands 
 
     Syntax: Type 'Quit <userid>' -or- 'Drop <userid>', hit ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
If you are tracking more than one user, you can issue the Quit or Drop command. This will 
drop the current user from the list of tracked users.  If you are only tracking one user, 
Quit/Drop has the same effect as PF3 (exits TRACK). You can also enter "Quit userid" or 
"Drop userid" to drop any of the users you are tracking. 
 
 
HELP - The HELP command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'Help' or 'Help arg(s)', hit ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
Entering Help (or 'H') invokes the CMS help facility.  If you type HELP by itself, TRACK 
invokes the help facility with a command of the form: 
 
           HELP TRACK panel 
 
where 'panel' is the panel name of the current panel.  If you enter HELP followed by a word, 
TRACK looks up the word to see if it matches a TRACK panel name or command -- if so, it 
invokes the help facility with a command of the form: 
 
           HELP TRACK word 
 
Finally, if the word does not match something that is known to TRACK, the help facility is 
invoked with the command as entered. 
 
 
CMS subset - CLEAR key 
 
     Syntax: Hit CLEAR key from ANY panel. 
 
The CLEAR key causes TRACK to clear your screen and put you into the CMS SUBSET 
environment.  Enter RETURN to get back into TRACK.  CLEAR does not cause TRACK to 
update the currently displayed panel.  Press ENTER again to have the panel updated. 
 
 
Auto-Update mode - PF2 key 
 
     Syntax: Hit PF2 key from ANY panel. 
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PF2 causes TRACK to go into auto-update mode.  The panel you are being shown is updated 
every 2 seconds.  This allows you to watch a virtual machine as it executes.  PF2, like 
ENTER, is valid from any panel.  Press the ENTER or any PF key to get out of auto-update 
mode. You can reset the auto-update interval to any value from 1 to 99.999 seconds via the 
AUTO command (see below). 
 
The AUTO section and helpfile (HELP TRACK AUTO) contains detailed information about 
auto-update mode and the AUTO command. 
 
 
Auto-Update interval - The AUTO command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'Auto <? | nn.nnn <nn>>', hit ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
The Auto command allows you to query (via "Auto", or "Auto ?") or set (via "Auto nn") the 
auto-update interval from 1 to 99.999 seconds. The interval is initially set to 2 seconds. You 
can specify an auto-update limit as well as an interval, in which case auto-updating 
terminates when the limit is reached (or you press ENTER). 
 
See the AUTO section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK AUTO) for more information about 
auto-update mode. 
 
 
EXIT - PF3 key 
 
     Syntax: Hit PF3 from ANY panel. 
 
This key ends execution of TRACK, returning you to the environment from which you 
invoked the TRACK module. 
 
 
PRINT - PF4 key 
 
     Syntax: Hit PF4 from ANY panel. 
 
This key causes TRACK to write the currently displayed panel to your spooled printer.  
TRACK does not close your printer after the write, so successive PF4's are appended to your 
printer.  Close your printer from within TRACK, or after exiting the module, to have the file 
sent to the printer's spooled destination. 
 
 
FILE - PF5 key 
 
     Syntax: Hit PF5 from ANY panel. 
 
This key causes TRACK to write the currently displayed panel to the file "userid TRACKFIL 
A".  This write uses default record number values, so that if the file does not exist, CMS 
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creates it, while if it does exist, the information is appended to the end of the file.  PF5 does 
not cause TRACK to update the information on the panel.  The return code from the write is 
shown in the message area. 
 
 
Flag Bits - The BITS command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'BITS <ON|OFF|ALL|?>', hit ENTER from VMD, DBK or CMS panel. 
 
TRACK attempts to interpret flag bits on the VMD, DBK and CMS panels. You can control 
the format of this display via the BITS command.  BITS ON (the default) shows only the bits 
that are ON in a flag.  BITS ALL shows all flag bits – the ones that are ON are shown in 
upper-case, the ones that are OFF in lower-case. BITS OFF shows the flags as a HEX value.  
BITS or BITS ? shows the current BITS setting. 
 
See the BITS section or the helpfile (HELP TRACK BITS) for more information on the 
BITS command. 
 
 
Dumping a TRACKed machine - The DUMP command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'DUMP <start-adr <end-adr>>', hit ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
The Dump command causes TRACK to dump the tracked user's virtual storage to your 
spooled printer (DCSS storage is NOT dumped).  This dump is in EBCDIC format.  Each 
line of the dump shows 8 words (32 bytes) of storage in both EBCDIC and HEX form.  The 
dump is taken in 64K chunks.  You can interrupt this command by pressing ENTER - this 
will abort the dump after the current 64K chunk. Dump does not close your printer.  This 
allows you to append or prefix a dump with other TRACK screens. 
 
You can specify a range on the dump command.  'DUMP' defaults to printing ALL of the 
tracked machine's storage.  'DUMP nnnnnnnn' takes a dump from address nnnnnnnn to the 
end of virtual storage, while 'DUMP nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn' takes a dump from the first 
nnnnnnnn to the last.  The DUMP command adjusts each range value to the next lower 64k 
boundary. Each range value must be a valid hex address. 
 
 
ASCII display - The ASCII command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'ASCII <ON|OFF|?>', hit ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
The "ASCII" command toggles the display of the characters on the RST and VST panels.  
Entering "ASCII" by itself, or "ASCII ?", will display the current setting. "ASCII ON|OFF" 
toggles the display.  Note that the ASCII setting is applicable individually for each tracked 
user -- you must separately turn it on or off for each tracked user.  By default, TRACK sets 
ASCII OFF for the first and each subsequent tracked user. 
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Retrieve Buffer display - The RETRIEVE command 
 
     Syntax: Type 'RETrieve <ON|OFF|?>', hit ENTER from ANY panel. 
 
The "RETrieve" command toggles the display of the RETRIEVE buffer on the VMD panel.  
Entering "RETrieve" by itself, or "RETrieve ?", will display the current setting.  "RETrieve 
ON|OFF" toggles the display.  Note that the retrieve setting is applicable individually for 
each tracked user -- you must separately turn it on or off for each tracked user.  By default, 
TRACK sets RETrieve ON for the first and each subsequent tracked user. 
 
 
 
 
Notes on CP facilities 
 
TRACK uses the following CP facilities: 
 
DIAG code 0:      See extended identification code (uid, system, GMT) 
DIAG code 4:      To read CP storage 
DIAG code C:      Time function 
DIAG code 24:     Get device (console) info 
DIAG code 58:     Screen support 
DIAG code 8C:     Get device (console) info 
DISPLAY command:  To display regs & storage when op. exception in TRK004 
LOCATE command:   To find CP code and force pages resident via DIAG 8, 
                   for CON, RDR, PRT, PUN displays 
QUERY command:    Various uses via DIAG code 8 
LOCK command:     For VMD, VST, CMS, FRM displays via DIAG code 8, 
                   as well as for the CON, DUMP, PRT, PUN & RDR commands 
UNLOCK command:   For VMD, VST, CMS, FRM displays via DIAG code 8, 
                   as well as for the CON, DUMP, PRT, PUN & RDR commands 
Clock-Comparator: For auto-update function 
 
TRACK does not attempt to bypass the standard CP security measures in any way. It includes 
no 'tricky' code to get access to information that the user's privilege classes would not 
normally allow. 
 
 
Usage Summary 
 
Special commands: 
 
?        Re-displays last cmd           =       Re-executes last command 
Help     Invokes CMS help facility      Auto    Re-sets auto-update 
Track    Tracks another user            Quit|Drop  Drops a tracked user 
CMS      Displays the CMS panel         BITS    Controls flags display 
Names    Displays the NAM panel         Dump    Dumps the tracked user 
Console  Displays the CON panel         Pfx     Displays the PFX panel 
RETrieve Toggles RETRIEVE display       IUCv    Displays the IUC panel 
FORmat   Displays the FRM panel         HIDEfrm Hides lines on FRM panel 
SAVEfrm  Saves the current DSECT        DROPfrm Drops lines on FRM panel 
PUN      Displays the PUN panel         PRT     Displays the PRT panel 
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CLASs    Restricts DEV display          RDR     Displays the RDR panel 
MACRO    Invokes a TRACK macro          VMD     Displays the VMD panel 
ASCII    Toggles ASCII display 
 
Keys 
 
ENTER - updates the information currently being displayed, or executes a command. 
 
CLEAR - puts you in the CMS subset environment.  Enter RETURN to get back. 
 
PF2 --- puts TRACK in auto-update mode.  TRACK updates information on panel currently 
being displayed every 2 seconds.  Press any AID key to get out of auto-update mode. 
 
PF3 --- ends the program. 
 
PF4 --- appends the panel to your spooled printer. 
 
PF5 --- appends the panel to the file "userid TRACKFIL A". 
 
PF9 --- displays the VMD panel (VMDBK and low-core fields). 
 
          Two special keys are available within the VMD panel: 
 
             PF7 - skips to the previous user in the VMDBK chain. 
             PF8 - skips to the next user in the VMDBK chain. 
 
PF10 -- displays the VST panel.  Type a storage address on the command line before pressing 
PF10 for the first time.  After that, pressing PF10 with a blank command line takes you back 
to the last storage areas displayed -or- you can re-type a new address and press PF10 to see a 
new storage area. You can place your cursor under an address instead of typing it, or prefix 
addresses with a + or - sign. 
 
          Three special keys are available within the VST panel: 
 
             PF6 - disassembles the displayed storage. 
                   Note: press PF10 to get back to standard storage display. 
             PF7 - scrolls the displayed storage back one screen. 
             PF8 - scrolls the displayed storage forward one screen. 
 
PF11 -- displays the DEV panel (list of all devices).  A MORE message is put up if the 
devices don't fit on the screen -- press ENTER to scroll the display, or press PF11 to stay at 
the top. 
 
          Three special keys are available within the DEV panel: 
 
             PF6 - sorts the display by CLASS. 
             PF7 - sorts the display by ADDRESS. 
             PF8 - sorts the display by TYPE. 
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          The CLASS command can be used to restrict the display to specific 
          device classes and/or types. 
 
PF12 -- displays the DBK panel.  Type a device address on the command line before pressing 
PF12 for the first time.  After that, pressing PF12 with a blank command line  takes you back 
to the last device blocks displayed -or- you can re-type a new device address and press PF12 
to see a new device block. You can place your cursor under a device address instead of 
typing it. 
 
          Two special keys are available within the DBK panel: 
 
             PF7 - shows information about the previous virtual device. 
             PF8 - shows information about the next virtual device. 
 
          The PF7/8 keys respect the current class/type restrictions, if any. 
          The CLASS command can be used to reset the current class/type 
          restrictions. 
 
PF1  -- displays the RST panel.  Type a storage address on the command line before pressing 
PF1 for the first time.  After that, pressing PF1 with a blank command line takes you back to 
the last storage areas displayed -or- you can re-type a new address and press PF1 to see a new 
storage area. You can place your cursor under an address instead of typing it, or prefix 
addresses with a + or - sign.  You can also enter "/charater-string" of "Xhex-string" and press 
PF1 to search for a string in real storage. 
 
          Three special keys are available within the RST panel: 
 
             PF6 - disassembles the displayed storage. 
                   Note: press PF1 to get back to standard storage display. 
             PF7 - scrolls the displayed storage back one screen. 
             PF8 - scrolls the displayed storage forward one screen. 
 
 
CMS  -- This command displays the CMS panel.  Fields relevant to a virtual machine running 
CMS are displayed. You can restrict the display be specifying one or more "types" following 
the word "CMS". 
 
Names - This command displays the NAMes panel.  All users and their VMDBK addresses 
are displayed. A MORE message is displayed if the names do not fit on the screen -- press 
ENTER to scroll the display, or enter "Names" to stay at the top. 
 
          Three special keys are available within the NAM panel: 
 
             PF6 - sorts the display by USERID. 
             PF7 - sorts the display by ADDRESS. 
             PF8 - tracks the user at the current cursor position. 
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Pfx  -- This command displays the PFX panel.  On an MP/AP system, you may provide an 
argment (1-6 | A | M) to select a specific PFX - "Pfx" by itself shows the IPL processor prefix 
page, as does specifying "PFX I" (or "PFX M" on a UP system). 
 
          Three special keys are available within the PFX panel: 
 
             PF6 - scrolls the display forward and back by lines. 
             PF7 - scrolls the displayed storage back one screen. 
             PF8 - scrolls the displayed storage forward one screen. 
 
Con  -- This command displays the CON panel.  Lines from the spooled console buffer, if 
any, are displayed, preceded by a line number. 
 
          Two special keys are available within the CON panel: 
 
             PF7 - scrolls the displayed buffer back one screen. 
             PF8 - scrolls the displayed buffer forward one screen. 
 
PRT/PUN/RDR -- These commands display the PRT, PUN and RDR panels. Each line of the 
spool buffer is displayed, preceded by a line number. You can provide an address ('PRT 
address'), or use the words 'Next' or  'First' to display the next or first spooled device ('PRT 
Next'). If you just enter 'PRT|PUN|RDR', TRACK locates the first device. 
 
          Two special keys are available within the PRT|PUN|RDR panels: 
 
             PF7 - scrolls the displayed buffer back one screen. 
             PF8 - scrolls the displayed buffer forward one screen. 
 
IUCv  -- This command displays the IUC panel.  This panel displays any IUCV/APPC 
connections for the userid.  The SYSTEM userid will allow a filter keyword that matches the 
CP Service you want to see. 
 
             PF6 - scrolls the display forward and back by lines. 
             PF7 - scrolls the display back one screen. 
             PF8 - scrolls the display forward one screen. 
 
Format- This command displays the FRM panel.  This panel displays real or virtual storage 
formatted as per a specified DSECT. 
 
          Three special keys are available within the FRM panel: 
 
             PF6 - scrolls forward/back or searches for a string. 
             PF7 - scrolls the displayed storage back one screen. 
             PF8 - scrolls the displayed storage forward one screen. 
 
          Three special commands, HIDEfrm, SAVEfrm and DROPFRM, are 
          availabel in the the FRM screen. 
 
          HIDEfrm hides selected lines from the FRM display. 
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          DROPfrm drops selected lines from the FRM display. 
          SAVEfrm saves the formatted DSECT for latter quick recovery. 
 
Help -  This command invokes your native HELP facility. 
 
Macro - This command invokes a TRACK macro. 
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Copyright, Support and Contact Information 
 
TRACK is copyrighted and free.  What this means is you can send it to anyone you'd like as 
long as the package is shipped in its entirety and not sold nor charged for in any way. 
 
No warranty is expresses or implied by using TRACK.  TRACK will not harm your system 
in any way, but there is no guarantee it will work for your system or that it won't product 
addressing/protection exceptions on the userid running it due to code issues. 
 
Support is handled on a free-time basis and is not guaranteed.   Bugs are usually handled 
quickly; enhancements are considered and added to "the list" for future inclusion. 
 
NOTE:  New enhancements are currently being added to z/VM 4+ in 64 bit mode (the 
TRACKZ64 and TRACKV51 levels) ONLY.  Anyone wishing to take the source updates 
and apply them to the 31 bit level(s) of the code is welcome and encouraged to!  I currently 
do not have access to a system that would allow me to build and test 31 bit updates. 
 
USE THE SOURCE LUKE!   The package contains all the source code to TRACK and you 
are welcome to add, change, or even delete code as you see fit.  If you do something that you 
think would be useful to others, please send it on to me and I will package it in. 
 
Current TRACK maintainer: 
 

James Vincent (James.Vincent@nationwide.com) 
Nationwide Insurance, One Nationwide Plaza, Columbus OH 43215 
614-249-5547 

 
 
 
The following are out-of-date contacts and only contained here for credits: 
 
Serge Goldstein (SERGE@PUCC.PRINCETON.EDU) 
Princeton Computing Center, 87 Prospect Ave., Princeton NJ 08544 
609-258-6059 
 
Ross Fried (RJFCU@CUNYVM.CUNY.EDU) 
CUNY/CIS, 555 West 57 St., 16th floor, New York NY 10019 
212-541-0987 

mailto:(James.Vincent@nationwide.com)
mailto:(SERGE@PUCC.PRINCETON.EDU)
mailto:(RJFCU@CUNYVM.CUNY.EDU)
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Commands, PF keys and Panels Reference 
 
ASCII - Command 
 
Syntax 
 

 
ASCII 

 
[ ON | OFF | ? ] 
 

 
The ASCII command toggles the display of the character output on the RST and VST panels.  
You may enter this command from any panel, but it will not take effect until you return to 
either the RST or VST panels. 
 
If you enter ASCII by itself, or followed by a "?", the current status of the ASCII display will 
be shown. The status of the ASCII display is remembered by TRACK even if you leave and 
return to the RST or VST panel. 
 
If you are tracking more than one user, the ASCII display status is separately maintained for 
each user. 
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AUTO - Command and Key 
 
The AUTO-UPDATE function in TRACK automatically updates any TRACK panel. It 
simulates pressing of the ENTER key at specific time intervals. 
 
You enter AUTO-UPDATE mode by pressing PF2 or PF14. Once in AUTO-UPDATE mode, 
the screen is updated at every auto-update interval. AUTO-UPDATE mode is terminated 
when you press an AID key, or, optionally, when the auto-update limit is reached. 
 
You can set the AUTO-UPDATE interval, and an optional AUTO-UPDATE limit, via the 
AUTO command. These settings apply across all tracked users. 
 
The AUTO-UPDATE interval is initially set at 2 seconds.  You can reset it to any value from 
0 to 99.999 seconds. 
 
The AUTO-UPDATE limit is initially unset, meaning that auto-updates continue until you 
explicitly stop them by pressing an AID key.  You can set a limit, in which case auto-updates 
will stop either when you press an AID key or when the limit is reached. 
 
 
Syntax - AUTO command 
 

 
AUTO 

 
[ nn.nnn | ?  [ nnnn ]] 
 

 
AUTO nn.nnn sets the auto-update interval to nn.nnn seconds, where 'nn.nnn' can be any 
number from 0 to 99.999. It also turns off the auto-update limit. 
 
AUTO nn.nnn nnnn sets the auto-update interval and limit. 
 
AUTO, or AUTO ?, displays the current settings. 
 
For example: Auto 1      (auto-update interval=1      sec; limit = NONE) 
             Auto 2 4    (auto-update interval=2      sec; limit = 4) 
             Auto 14.215 (auto-update interval=14.215 sec; limit = NONE) 
             Auto .3 10  (auto-update interval=.3     sec; limit = 10) 
             Auto 0.5    (auto-update interval=0.5    sec; limit = NONE) 
 
If you specify an auto-update interval of 0 seconds, and do not specify an auto-update limit, 
TRACK will set a limit of 10 seconds. This is a safety feature, as it is generaly not possible to 
interrupt continuous auto-updating from the terminal. 
 
You can append an AUTO command to your initial, or internal, TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track pvm auto 3 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track rscs auto 1 20 
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Syntax - AUTO-UPDATE key 
 
Hit PF2 or PF14 to enter AUTO-UPDATE mode. 
 
Hit ENTER, or any PF key, to terminate AUTO-UPDATE mode. If you hit a PF key, AUTO-
UPDATE mode is terminated, but the PF key action (if any) is not executed (for example, 
hitting PF3 in AUTO-UPDATE mode terminates auto-update, but does not exit TRACK; you 
have to hit PF3 again to exit TRACK). 
 
If you have set an AUTO-UPDATE limit, AUTO-UPDATE mode will terminate when the 
limit is reached OR when you press an AID key. AUTO-UPDATE is also terminated if CP 
steals the screen, or if the tracked user logs off. 
 
You can enter TRACK in AUTO-UPDATE mode by appending the word AUP to an initial 
or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track pvm aup 
 
 
Use 
 
See the FORMAT HELPTRAC file (enter HELP TRACK FORMAT) for special uses of the 
AUTO-UPDATE function in chaining through formatted control blocks. 
 
Depending on system load, TRACK may or may not be able to update the screen within the 
specified auto-update interval.  Thus the actual screen refreshes may take up to a second 
longer than the current auto-update interval setting. 
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BITS - Command 
 
Syntax 
 

 
BITS 

 
[ ON | OFF | ALL | ? ] 
 

 
You can append a BITS command to your initial, or internal, TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track pvm bits all 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track rscs bits off 
 
 
Description 
 
TRACK attempts to interpret flag bits on the VMD, DBK and CMS panels. You can control 
the format of this display via the BITS command. 
 
BITS ON (the default) shows only the bits that are ON in a flag. 
 
BITS ALL shows all flag bits -- the ones that are ON are shown in upper-case, the ones that 
are OFF in lower-case. 
 
BITS OFF shows the flags as a HEX value. 
 
BITS or BITS ? shows the current BITS setting. The default is BITS ON. 
 
BITS ALL has limited utility - the screen is not always wide enough to show all of the 
interpreted flag bits. If this occurs, TRACK displays trailing dots at the end of the interpreted 
flags. BITS ALL may be especially useful in the CMS panel. 
 
 
Use 
 
BITS OFF may be useful if you are planning to modify CP real storage, and you need to see 
the FLAG value in HEX. 
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CLASS – DBK and DEV subcommand 
 
The CLASS command may only be issued from the DEV and DBK panels. 
 
See the DEV and DBK sections for complete information on these panels. 
 
 
Syntax 
 

 
CLASS 

 
[ * | class … [ TYPE * | type … [ IO * | <active> <pending> <idle> ]]] 
 

 
The CLASS command can be used to restrict which devices will be displayed on the DEV 
panel on the basis of device CLASS, device TYPE and device IO activity. For example: 
 
   CLASS term 
   CLASS dasd 
   CLASS dasd TYPE 3380 3390 
   CLASS spol dasd 
   CLASS term IO active 
   CLASS term dasd IO pending 
   CLASS term dasd IO active pending 
   CLASS * IO pending 
   CLASS * IO active 
   CLASS * IO active pending 
   CLASS * IO * 
   CLASS dasd term IO * 
   CLASS term term TYPE 3278 3215 
   CLASS tape TYPE 3420 3480 IO idle 
 
Neither of the words CLASS, TYPE or IO need be entered in capitals. They are shown in 
capitals above for clarity only. This command is ONLY valid from the DEV or DBK panels, 
or as an optional suffix to the TRACK command (initial or internal). 
 
A value of '*' for CLASS, TYPE or IO selects ALL of that CLASS/TYPE/IO. CLASS * 
TYPE * IO * displays all devices, and this is the initial setting. If you specify CLASS *, the 
TYPE and IO are reset to *, although you can override this reset by including a TYPE or IO 
specification in the same command, e.g. 'class * type 3390', or 'class * io pending'. Entering 
the command 'CLASS *' is a quick way to reset all class restrictions. 
 
CLASS/TYPE/IO restrictions are remembered if you are tracking multiple users on a user-
by-user basis.  You can still use the SORT pf-keys after restricting the display via the CLASS 
command. You can also use the CLASS command following the word 'dev' on an initial or 
internal TRACK command - this causes the DEV display to initially show only the selected 
devices.  For example: 
 
      TRACK pvm dev class term type 3278 
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      TRACK pvm dev class * io pending 
 
You can also type a CLASS command on the command line, then hit PF11. This will enter 
the DEV panel with only the specified devices displayed. 
 
The following is a list of the classes and, for each class, the types currently recognized by 
TRACK: 
 
CLASS   TYPEs 
-----   ----- 
TERM    2700  3215   TTY  IBM1  2741  1050 UNDEF   BSC 
GRAF    3277  3278 CLUST  3271 R3274  3275  3276  3287  3284  5080  2250 
SPOL    RDR   2501 2540R  3505   PUN 2540P  3525   PRT  1403  3211  3203 
        3800  3262  4245  4248  3820  AFP1   SYS 
TAPE    3420  3430  3480  3422 
DASD    3330  3340  3350 3350C 3350D  2305  3380  3390  3375  3370 
SPEC    CTCA  3704  3851  3890 UNSUP 
 
LDEVs are CLASS GRAF.  TYPE and IO restrictions, if any, are ignored for LDEVs. Note 
that CLASS and TYPE specifications in CP are not always bit-significant.  This means that 
certain class/type combinations may not be unique - thus, devices whose class/type do not 
exactly match a class/type specification may occasionally be displayed. 
 
The IO operand allows you to select devices on the basis of io activity. You can specify one 
or more of the words 'active', 'pending' or 'idle' following the word IO.  'Active' selects 
devices which are active with an IO operation, or which have an IO operation queued 
(pending device activity). 'Pending' selects devices which have pending interrupts. 'Idle' 
selects devices which are neither active nor have pending interrupts. Finally, 'IO *' is 
equivalent to 'IO active pending idle', and selects devices regardless of IO activity. 
 
Please note that IO is an operand of the CLASS command, and cannot be entered by itself.  If 
you want to restrict the device display only on the basis of IO activity (ignoring 
CLASS/TYPE), precede your IO specification with 'CLASS *'.  For example 'CLASS * IO 
pending'. You can also combine IO with other operands.  For example, to see which DASD 
devices are currently active, you would enter 'CLASS DASD IO ACTIVE'. 
 
TRACK checks the bits in the VDEVBLOK flag field VDEVSTAT to determine the device's 
IO status, as well as other VDEVBLOK fields. These are: 
 
ü VDEVAIOR and/or VDEVACTV bits in VDEVSTAT - Signals device ACTIVE 
ü VDEVNIOR and/or rest of bits in VDEVSTAT  - Signals device ACTIVE  (This 

actually indicates pending ("queued") device activity, and the VDEVCATT bit is the 
only bit not checked. This may be split out into a QUEUED io activity at some later 
time. 

ü VDEVPIOR - Signals device interrupt PENDING 
 
If none of the above fields/bits are set, the device is treated as IDLE. 
 
The current CLASS/TYPE restrictions, if any, are respected when the BACK or FORWARD 
pf-keys (PF7/PF8) are used from the DBK panel. 
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Using TRACK's ability to track the same user multiple times (via the NEW option of the 
internal TRACK command), you can create multiple sessions, each displaying a different set 
of devices.  Simply enter a unique CLASS command from the DEV panel of each session, 
and then enter TRACK by itself to jump between the various device displays. 
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CMS – Command and Panel 
 
Notes 
 
You need the privilege class necessary to issue the CP LOCK and UNLOCK commands for 
TRACK to be able to completely build the CMS panel. 
 
The code is highly release and user-mod sensitive.  Expect problems (inaccurate data) if you 
are running a highly modified version of CMS or you try the CMS panel on non-CMS IPLed 
userids. 
 
Screen Shot – default display 
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Screen Shot – XEDIT display 

 
 
Syntax 
 

 
CMS 

 
[ ALL | * | types ] 
 

 
The CMS panel is invoked via the CMS command. You can enter the CMS command from 
ANY track panel, including the CMS panel itself.  You can also append the CMS command 
to your initial or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track operator cms 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track operator cms svc 
 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track vmmail cms 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track vmmail cms all 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track vmmail cms files stack 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track vmmail cms xedit 
 
From within the CMS panel, enter: cms all 
From within the CMS panel, enter: cms last files 
 
From any TRACK panel, enter     : cms 
From any TRACK panel, enter     : cms all 
From any TRACK panel, enter     : cms svc last 
From any TRACK panel, enter     : cms last svc 
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Once in the CMS panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Types 
 
You can specify one or more 'types' after the word 'CMS', as follows: 
 
LAST       - Selects various NUCON LAST and PREVIOUS fields 
SVC202     - Select SVC 202 PLIST-related fields 
STORAGE    - Selects various NUCON STORAGE fields 
FLAGS      - Selects various NUCON FLAG fields 
LIBRARIES  - Selects MACLIBs, TXTLIBs, DOSLIBs, LOADLIBs, CSLLIBs 
DISKS      - Selects QUERY DISK display (all accessed disks) 
STACK      - Selects PROGRAM and CONSOLE stack display 
FILES      - Selects OPEN FILES display 
FILEDEFS   - Selects FILDEFS display 
XEDIT      - Selects XEDIT buffer-image display 
NUCX       - Displays nucleus-extension SCBLOCK chain 
SUBCOM     - Displays subcom SCBLOCK chain 
SFS        - Displays Shared file directories for CMS 6 and above 
 
By default, types LAST, SVC202, STORAGE, FLAGS, LIBRARIES, DISKS and SFS are 
displayed, in that order. You can abbreviate the types to their first two or three letters. 
 
Please note that types STACK, FILES, FILEDEFS, XEDIT, NUCX and SUBCOM are NOT 
displayed unless you ask for them, or ask for ALL. 
 
You can specify as many or as few types as you want, following the word 'CMS'.  The types 
are displayed IN THE ORDER you specify them.  You can also specify a type of 'ALL' or '*', 
which causes ALL fields to be displayed, in the order in which they are listed above. 
 
Once you have specified a set of types, TRACK remembers your specification, and will re-
display the same types if you leave and re-enter the CMS panel.  If you are tracking multiple 
users, the selected types are remembered on a user-by-user basis. 
 
You can re-specify a set of types from any panel, including the CMS panel itself. You can 
also specify the same types in a different order if you wish to change the panel display layout. 
 
TRACK allocates 200 lines of buffer space for the CMS panel.  If that space is insufficient, 
TRACK will show as much of the panel as will fit in the buffer, and will then issue a 
message.  If this happens, you should restrict the display by selecting a shorter set of types. 
 
Types LAST, SVC202, STORAGE, FLAGS and LIBRARIES use a fixed amount of buffer 
space. Type DISKS uses up to 29 lines (depending on how many disks are accessed). Types 
STACK, FILES, FILEDEFS, XEDIT, NUCX, SUBCOM and SFS use varying amounts of 
buffer space. Be especially wary of STACK; if the VM  has just read a large file onto the 
stack, the STACK display will very often use up the buffer space. You may want to specify 
STACK and/or XEDIT as the last, or only, type. 
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The XEDIT display shows ZFOBUFIM, XEDIT's buffer image.  This is NOT identical to the 
user's screen display when in XEDIT; it is what WOULD be displayed if file-lines were not 
hidden by a command line and other non-file-related data. 
 
 
Description 
 
The CMS panel shows fields that are significant to a virtual machine running CMS.  TRACK 
does not check to see if the current tracked user is actually running CMS -  if that is not the 
case, the display will contain meaningless information. 
 
Whenever TRACK encounters a field which is invalid, or which cannot be read, it displays 
question-marks on the screen. You will see a great many question-marks if you invoke the 
CMS panel for a virtual machine which is not running CMS. 
 
To insure that all types are correctly displayed, you should have the privilege class needed to 
issue the LOCK command.  This is because TRACK must repeatedly read virtual storage to 
build the display. If TRACK is unable to read virtual storage, the relevant fields on the 
display will be shown as question marks.  TRACK will not even attempt to build the CMS 
panel if it unable to read virtual page 0. 
 
 
Use 
 
Building the CMS panel involves a considerable amount of overhead. You should expect that 
panel refreshes will be slow compared to other TRACK panels.  For example, it takes 
aproximately 5 times as long for TRACK to build the CMS DISK display as for CMS to 
execute a QUERY DISK command. 
 
It is advantageous to restrict the display to the types you are interested in  -- this will reduce 
the amount of work TRACK has to do to build the display. 
 
There is no way for TRACK to prevent the tracked user from being dispatched by CP during 
the time that the CMS panel is being built. Thus it is possible, even likely, that the tracked 
virtual machine will be changing its storage as TRACK is reading it.  When this happens, 
certain of the CMS fields may contain invalid or inaccurate information. This will generally 
be obvious.  Press ENTER a few times to force TRACK to re-build the panel with fresh 
information. 
 
The FLAGS display can be toggled using the BITS command (see the BITS section). 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - Scrolls CMS display forward or back by lines 
PF7  - Scrolls back    one screen's worth of CMS display 
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PF8  - Scrolls forward one screen's worth of CMS display 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Displays VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll the displayed lines BACK and FORWARD a screen-full at a time. PF6 
scrolls forward or back in lines - type a number, or a number preceded by a '-' sign, before 
hitting PF6 (if you don't type anything, PF6 scrolls the display forward one line). 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.  
There are no commands specific to the CMS panel, except for the CMS command itself, 
whose syntax is detailed above. 
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CONSOLE – Command and Panel 
 
Syntax 
                                                                          
Type CONsole from ANY panel, then press ENTER. CONsole can be abbreviated to C.                                                                    
                                                                          
You can start tracking a user in the CON panel by appending the word CON command to an 
initial or internal TRACK command. 
                                                                          
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track rscs con                            
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track mvs c                               
                                                                          
Once in the CON panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Description 
                                                                          
The CON panel displays lines from the active spooled console, if any.     
 
 
Screen Shot 

 
                                                                          
Use 
 
TRACK displays the lines in CP's current in-core spool buffer (if any). Each line is preceded 
by a line number, showing that line's offset from the top of the display.  Every time you press 
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ENTER, the entire CP spool buffer is re-read.  Thus, the display may jump from showing 
many lines, to showing just a few (or none). 
 
 
PFKeys  
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel)                                
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode                                          
PF3  - Quit                                                             
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the console)         
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A')        
PF6  - No special action, updates the panel                             
PF7  - Scrolls back    one screen's worth of console lines              
PF8  - Scrolls forward one screen's worth of console lines              
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel)                                       
PF10 - Display VIRTUAL storage (VST panel)                              
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel)                                     
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel)                               
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll the displayed lines BACK and FORWARD a screen-full at a time.                                                                
 
 
Commands  
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.  
There are no commands specific to the CON panel. 
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DBK - Panel 
 
Syntax 
 
Type a device address on the command line, or place your cursor under a device address (use 
the TAB key to move your cursor), then press PF12 or PF24 from any TRACK panel 
(including the DBK panel itself). 
 
You can also hit PF12/24 without typing a device address (or placing your cursor under a 
device address) -- in this case, the last displayed devices are re-displayed in a cyclic fashion. 
If you are tracking multiple users, the DBK device addresses are remembered separately for 
each user. 
 
If you hit PF12 without specifying an address, and you have not previously used PF12, the 
lowest-address device is displayed. 
 
You can start tracking a user in the DBK panel by appending the word 'dbk' and a device 
address to an initial or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track operator dbk 009 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track pvm dbk L001 
 
Once in the DBK panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
Screen Shot 

 
 
Description 
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The DBK panel shows selected information from device control blocks. Generally, 
information is displayed from the RDEV and VDEV, although in some cases (LDEVs and 
CTCAs), the information comes from other control blocks.  The information is labelled, so 
that you can determine which control block it came from. 
 
PF8 and PF7 move the DBK display forward and back through all virtual devices. 
 
 
Use 
 
A number of the values displayed on the DBK panel are imbedded in unprotected fields.  
You can place your cursor under these values simply by pressing the TAB key.  This is useful 
if you want to display a  real or virtual address (TAB to the address, hit PF1 or PF10), display 
a device (TAB to the device address, hit PF12), or format the address (type 'FORMAT dsect', 
TAB to the address, hit ENTER). 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - No special action, just updates the panel 
PF7  - Shifts to PREVIOUS device in the user's virtual device chain 
PF8  - Shifts to NEXT     device in the user's virtual device chain 
PF9  - Displays VMDBL (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Displays VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Shifts to a new device if you type, or place cursor under, an 
       address; else shifts to any previously displayed devices. 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from any panel.  
What follows are commands specific to the DBK panel. 
 
 
CLASS subcommand 
 
The CLASS subcommand is valid from the DBK panel.  See the section CLASS – DBK and 
DEV subcommand for more information. 
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DEV - Panel 
 
 
Syntax 
 
Hit PF11 or PF23 from ANY panel. 
 
The DEV panel is invoked via PF11/23.  You can also start tracking a user in the DEV panel 
by appending the word 'dev' to your initial, or internal, TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track pvm dev 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track rscs dev 
 
You can also append a CLASS command after the word 'dev' (see below for a description of 
the CLASS command). 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track mvs dev class dasd 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track mvs dev class * io pending 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track mvs dev class dasd io active 
 
Hung users often have IO interrupts pending from CP.  You can quickly display any such 
pending interrupts by appending the words 'dev class * io pend' to your TRACK command 
(see second example above). 
 
Once in the DEV panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Screen Shot 
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Description 
 
The DEV panel shows all, or selected virtual devices in a virtual machine's device 
configuration.  For each device, the device CLASS, ADDRESS and TYPE are displayed. See 
the COMMANDS section for setting device display restrictions. 
 
Devices with pending interrupts are shown highlighted. 
 
If the screen is not large enough to display all of the devices, TRACK puts out a MORE 
message.  The screen is scrolled when you press ENTER. If you want to update the screen 
WITHOUT scrolling, press PF11 instead of ENTER. 
 
 
Use 
 
You can sort the displayed devices by CLASS, ADDRESS or TYPE via PF6, PF7 and PF8, 
respectively.  Once you have sorted the devices, the sort order is remembered by TRACK, 
even if you leave and return to the DEV panel.  If you are tracking more than one user, the 
sort order is separately maintained for each user. 
 
The default (initial) sort order is by ADDRESS. 
 
The device addresses are placed in unprotected fields -- you can TAB to these addresses, then 
hit PF12 to invoke the DBK panel for a specific device. 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - Sorts the device display by CLASS 
PF7  - Sorts the device display by ADDRESS 
PF8  - Sorts the device display by TYPE 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Displays VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Updates the panel, without scrolling if MORE message displayed 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.  
What follows are commands specific to the DEV panel. 
 
 
CLASS Command 
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The CLASS subcommand is valid from the DBK panel.  See the section CLASS – DBK and 
DEV subcommand for more information. 
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DROPFRM – FRM panel subcommand 
 
The DROPFRM command may only be issued from the FRM panel in TRACK. 
 
See the FORMAT section on "DROPRM command for the FRM panel" for more 
information. 
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DUMP - Command 
 
Syntax 
 

 
DUMP 

 
[ start-address  [ end-address ]] 
 

 
DUMP can be entered on any of the panels. 
 
You can append a DUMP command to your initial, or internal, TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS, enter: Track pvm dump 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track rscs dump 0 fff000 
 
 
Description 
 
The Dump command causes TRACK to dump the tracked user's virtual storage to your 
spooled printer (DCSS storage is NOT dumped). 
 
The dump is in  EBCDIC format. Each line of the dump shows 8 words (32 bytes) of storage 
in both EBCDIC and HEX form. 
 
The dump is taken in 64K chunks.  You can interrupt this command by pressing ENTER 
which will abort the dump after the current 64K chunk. Dump does not close your printer.  
This allows you to append or prefix a dump with other TRACK screens. 
 
You can specify a range on the dump command.  'DUMP' defaults to printing ALL of the 
tracked machine's storage.  'DUMP nnnnnnnn' takes a dump from address nnnnnnnn to the 
end of virtual storage, while 'DUMP nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn' takes a dump from the first 
nnnnnnnn to the last.  The DUMP command adjusts each range value to the next lower 64k 
boundary. Each range value must be a valid hex address. 
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FORMAT – Command and Panel 
 
Overview 
 
The FORMAT facility of TRACK allows you to display storage (real, virtual or third-level) 
as mapped by a dsect. The FORMAT display is dynamic – the displayed storage is updated 
every time you hit the ENTER key, so that you can watch storage change as a virtual 
machine, or CP, executes. 
 
FORMAT reads dsects directly from your CP, CMS, or any other MACLIB. It then displays 
the dsect, with the actual storage values interpreted as per the dsect statements.  For example, 
you can display a user's VMDBK as per the CP VMDBK dsect, with the current values of 
each operand displayed and interpreted. 
 
FORMAT displays a dsect on a panel labeled FRM.  Each line of the dsect is displayed, 
along with its address (real) and offset from the start of the dsect.  You can scroll through the 
dsect via PF7 and 8.  PF6 takes you to a specific label in the dsect. 
 
FORMAT does not show the repetition or length values of operands (no room) - instead, it 
interprets the actual storage value as per the length and type of the operand. If the interpreted 
value will not fit on one line, it is continued on the following line(s). 
 
Generally, FORMAT shows a dsect statement exactly as it is coded. FORMAT generates its 
own labels for unlabelled DS statements and for unlabelled MACRO directives (e.g., ANOP, 
AGO). These internally-generated labels are of the form ':Ln', where 'n' is a sequential 
number. If a single DS statement contains multiple operands, FORMAT displays each 
operand on a separate line. 
 
FORMAT handles flag fields (equated bits) in a special way. Whenever FORMAT 
encounters a sequence of the form: 
 
              label1   DC    X'xx' 
              label2   EQU   X'80' 
              label3   EQU   X'40' 
              . 
              . 
              . 
-OR- 
              label1   DC    X'xx' 
              . 
              . 
              . 
              * BITS DEFINED IN label1 
              label2   EQU   X'80' 
              label3   EQU   X'40' 
              . 
              . 
              . 
 
FORMAT assumes that the EQUATES are flags defined on the preceding DC or DS, and it 
will tell you whether or not the FLAG is currently ON or OFF. If ON, TRACK will also 
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highlight the flag. In the second case above, FORMAT will also position the flag definitions 
immediately after the defining flag, regardless of where they occur in the dsect. 
 
 
Syntax 
 
You invoke FORMAT via the FORMAT command from within TRACK.  The syntax of the 
command is: 
 

 
FORMAT 

 
[ dsect  [ address | *   [ maclib-file <MACLIB>  ]]] 
 

 
Examples: 
 
              FORMAT vmdbk 2d42000 
              FORMAT nucon v0 dmsgpi 
              FORMAT myblock v2c850 mylib maclib 
              FORMAT rdev * hcpom1    (then place cursor on address and tap ENTER) 
 
The 'dsect', 'address' and 'maclib-file' operands may or may not be required, depending on the 
context in which you are invoking the command. Each operand is reviewed separately below: 
 
Maclib-File 
 
This operand is optional. 
 
FORMAT needs to know which MACLIB files it should read to locate the dsect you wish to 
display.  You can specify either the filename of a MACLIB file, or the filename of a CNTRL 
file.  In the latter case, FORMAT will pick up the name(s) of the MACLIB file(s) from the 
MACS record of the CNTRL file. 
 
If you have two files, one a CNTRL file and the other a MACLIB file, both with the same 
filename, you can select the MACLIB file by appending the word MACLIB following the 
filename. By default, TRACK will first search for a CNTRL file, then for a MACLIB file, 
whose fn matches the specified 'maclib-fn'. 
 
If you do not specify a 'maclib-fn', TRACK will search a default set of CNTRL files 
depending on the build level of TRACK and the VM system you are running on. The 
TRACK installation instructions detail how you can override these defaults (e.g., make your 
CP/CMS cntrl files the defaults). 
 
Once you have issued a FORMAT command that specifies a MACLIB or CNTRL filename, 
or if TRACK locates the default CNTRL/MACLIB files, it will remember the MACLIB or 
MACLIBs searched, and will search those same MACLIBs for any further FORMAT 
commands.  You can always re-specify a CNTRL or MACLIB fn on any further FORMAT 
command to reset the defaults. 
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Address 
 
This operand is optional.  You can also specify addresses by typing a "*" and placing your 
cursor under them, rather than typing them out. 
 
The address field of the FORMAT command specifies the real or virtual address that you 
want displayed as per the specified dsect. You can enter an address in one of two ways: 
 

1. Type the address following the dsect name in the FORMAT command. 
2. Type 'FORMAT dsect' on the command line and place your cursor under an address 

field in any TRACK panel (use the TAB key to move your cursor). Note that if your 
FORMAT command is going to include a 'maclib-fn', you must type a "*" character 
for the address and then the 'maclib-fn'. 

 
If you are typing in an address, you can prefix the address with a 'V' or an 'R' to specify 
whether the address is virtual or real (default = real).  For example: 
 
                   FORMAT VMDBK 2D42000 
                   FORMAT VMDBK R2D42000 
                   FORMAT NUCON  V0 
 
If you are specifying the address by placing your cursor under an address field, TRACK will 
assume that the address is real, unless you are in the VST panel, in which case it will assume 
that the address is virtual. If you are already displaying a dsect (you are in the FRM panel), 
FORMAT will assume that the address type matches that of the currently displayed dsect. 
 
Placing your cursor under an address is convenient if you are chaining through control 
blocks, or if you are picking up the address of one control block from another.  For example, 
if you have just entered TRACK and are in the VMD screen, you can type FORMAT 
VMDBK on the command line, hit TAB to move your cursor to the VMDBK address field of 
the VMD panel, and hit ENTER -- TRACK will pick up the address from you cursor 
location. 
 
You can follow this procedure from any TRACK panel, including the FRM panel itself. The 
latter possibility allows you to chain through a set of linked control blocks. For example, 
after entering the FRM panel for the RDEV dsect, you can type FORMAT VMDBK on the 
command line, TAB to the RDEVUSER field, and hit ENTER. TRACK will now show you 
the VMDBK in dsect form. 
 
Dsect 
 
This operand is only required when you wish to display a new dsect. 
 
The 'dsect' field of the format command specifies the dsect that you want displayed.  You 
must specify this field on your first FORMAT command, and whenever you want to display a 
different dsect.  TRACK remembers the name (and storage addresses) of all the dsects that 
you have displayed.  You can get back to any previous dsect display simply by entering 
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FORMAT (which cycles you around the previous displays), or by entering 'FORMAT dsect', 
which takes you to a specific dsect display. 
 
 
Use 
 
TRACK first searches all accessed disks for a file named 'dsect TRACKFRM' (see discussion 
of the SAVEFRM command below). If not found, TRACK searches your specified, or 
default, maclib(s) for the dsect, parses the assembler statements, builds control blocks in 
storage, and shows the specified storage as per the dsect.  Once TRACK has read a dsect into 
storage, it does not need to re-read the maclib(s) -- it will use the in-storage control blocks. 
 
TRACK shows the dsect in a panel labeled FRM.  You can go from this panel to any other 
TRACK panel simply be entering a command or pressing a PF key.  Enter FORMAT by 
itself again to jump back to your previous FRM panels.  If you are tracking more than one 
user, you can display separate dsects for each user, and jump between the FRM displays 
simply be entering 'Track <userid>'. 
 
For example, you can TRACK one user and format that user's VMDBK. Then you can enter 
'TRACK userid' to track another user, use the FORMAT command to display a different (or 
the same) dsect, and jump between the two displays by entering 'TRACK.' You can track and 
format up to 8 separate dsects in this way. 
 
TRACK remembers all previously displayed dsects and storage addresses. You can cycle 
between these dsects simply by entering the FORMAT command with no operands. 
 
For example, you TRACK a user, type FORMAT VMDBK on the command line, TAB to the 
VMDBK address field, and hit ENTER.  You are now in the FRM panel displaying the 
VMDBK. You type VMDRTERM and hit PF6. Your display has now shifted so that 
VMDRTERM is at the top of the screen. Now type FORMAT RDEV on the command line, 
hit TAB so your cursor is under the VMDRTERM field, and hit ENTER. You are now in 
FRM displaying the RDEVBK. Simply entering FORMAT will now cycle you between these 
two dsects. 
 
From within the FRM panel, you can do a number of special things. Two new commands are 
available, and there is a special facility for chaining through control blocks. There are also 
special PF keys for moving around the FRM display. Like all TRACK panels, you can 
simply keep pressing ENTER within FRM to have the displayed storage updated, or you can 
enter a command or hit a PF key to jump to a different panel. 
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Screen Shot 

 
 
Chaining 
 
Within the FRM panel, you can jump to a different storage address simply by placing your 
cursor under an address without typing anything on the command line.  For example, if you 
are in the FRM panel displaying the VMDBK dsect, you can tab to the VMDCYCLE field 
value and hit ENTER. TRACK will pick up the address from your cursor, and will display 
that storage as per the VMDBK dsect.  Thus you can chain through the same control blocks 
simply by tabbing to a chaining-field address and pressing ENTER. Note that if you want to 
display a DIFFERENT control block, you must enter 'FORMAT dsect' on the command line. 
 
To further facilitate chaining, you can tab your cursor to a chaining field and hit PF2 (auto-
update).  TRACK will now take you through the control-block chain, skipping to the next 
control block at every auto-update interval (use AUTO nn to set the auto-update interval from 
1 to 99 seconds). Press ENTER to terminate the chaining. 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from any panel.  
What follows are commands specific to the FRM panel. 
 
HIDEFRM command for the FRM panel 
 
A problem with chaining through control blocks is that the information you want displayed 
may not all fit on one screen.  The HIDEfrm command allows you to tailor the display.  
HIDE, which is only valid from the FRM panel, allows you to hide (not display) any range of 
lines. Thus you can reduce the display to contain only those fields you want to see. If they all 
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fit on one screen, you can then chain through the control blocks with all needed information 
displayed. 
 
The syntax of the HIDE command is: 
 
              HIDE OFF 
              HIDE label <label> 
 
'HIDE OFF' unhides all lines - the display is returned to it's full form. 
 
'HIDE label' hides the one line containing that label. 
 
'HIDE label label' hides all lines between the two labels, inclusive. 
 
If you want to hide a line whose label if 'OFF', specify 'HIDE OFF OFF'. 
 
You can use a '*' for either the first or second label. For the first label, a '*' stands for the top 
of the dsect.  For the second label, it stands for the end of the dsect. 
 
You can also precede the second label with a minus sign (-).  This causes the hide range to 
EXCLUDE the second label; e.g., HIDE VM1 -VM4 would hide everything from VM1 up 
to, but not including, VM4. 
 
HIDE commands are additive.  You can issue multiple HIDE commands to HIDE more and 
more lines.  Each HIDE hides all currently hidden lines PLUS the ones specified.  Once you 
have hidden lines, TRACK remembers that they are hidden even if you leave and return to 
the FRM panel. If you TRACK multiple users and display the same dsect for these users, 
each display will respect hidden lines -- that is, HIDE affects all references to the dsect in any 
FORMAT command. 
 
DROPRM command for the FRM panel 
 
TRACK does not support AIFs and AGOs in DSECTs.  This can result in incorrect mapping 
of storage areas.  For example, consider the following section of a DSECT: 
 
          AIF   (NOT &AP).NOTAP1 
 LABEL1   DS    F 
 LABEL2   DS    F 
 LABEL3   DS    F 
          AGO   .NOTAP2 
 .NOTAP1  ANOP 
 LABEL4   DS    F 
 LABEL5   DS    F 
 LABEL6   DS    F 
 .NOTAP2  ANOP 
 LABEL7   DS    F 
 
This DSECT maps 3 words of storage in two different ways, depending on whether the &AP 
global variable is ON or OFF.  Because TRACK ignores AIF's and ANOP's, it will include 
labels 1 to 6 (totaling 24 bytes), when it should have included only labels 1 to 3 or 4 to 6 
(totaling 12 bytes). The offsets and values of everything following label 3 will be incorrect. 
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The DROPFRM command enables you to fix such incorrect mappings by DROPping the 
labels that should not be included.  In the above example, you would either DROP labels 1 to 
3 (if &AP is OFF in your system), or labels 4 to 6 (if &AP is ON in your system). 
 
The syntax of the DROPFrm command is: 
 
              DROPFrm label <label> 
 
If you specify only one label, or if the two labels are the same, only that one line is dropped.  
If the labels are different, all lines between the two labels (inclusive) are dropped.  You can 
also precede the second label with a dash (-), to drop everything up to, but not including, the 
second label. 
 
Unlike HIDEfrm, DROPfrm actually drops the lines, and adjusts the offsets of all following 
lines to account for the dropped storage (if any). An attempt is also made to adjust 
alignments, if they are changed. You can specify any label, or set of labels, on a DROPfrm 
command, including the dummy labels that TRACK generates for things like ANOPs and 
AIFs.  To continue the above example, if you were to display storage with the FORMAT 
command using the above DSECT, TRACK's display would look something like this (the 
addresses and offsets shown below are purely illustrative): 
 
               :L8      AIF   (NOT &AP).NOTAP1 
00080040 050   LABEL1   DS    F   00000034 
00080044 054   LABEL2   DS    F   000010F7 
00080048 058   LABEL3   DS    F   00023456 
               :L9      AGO   .NOTAP2 
               .NOTAP1  ANOP 
0008004C 05C   LABEL4   DS    F   10204556 
00080050 060   LABEL5   DS    F   000203FF 
00080054 064   LABEL6   DS    F   FF018976 
              .NOTAP2  ANOP 
00080058 068   LABEL7   DS    F   FF011112 
 
The labels that start with ':L' are generated by TRACK.  Suppose the &AP variable is ON in 
your system.  This means that the storage from 80040 to 8004B should be mapped by 
LABEL1 to LABEL3, and LABEL7 should pick up after LABEL3 (in brief, LABEL4 to 
LABEL6 should be dropped). You would issue the following two commands: 
 
              DROPFrm :L9 .NOTAP2 
              DROPFrm :L8 
 
The first command would drop labels 4 to 6, as well as the AGOs and ANOPs that surround 
these labels.  The second command would simply clean-up the DSECT by dropping the first 
AIF.  The storage mapping would now look like this: 
 
00080040 050   LABEL1   DS    F   00000034 
00080044 054   LABEL2   DS    F   000010F7 
00080048 058   LABEL3   DS    F   00023456 
0008004C 05C   LABEL7   DS    F   10204556 
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Note that the offset of LABEL7 has been adjusted, and the corresponding value now shows 
what is at that offset. 
 
You should always drop the AGOs and AIFs that surround DS statements, along with the DS 
statements themselves.  This will prevent TRACK from issuing it's warning message about 
'unresolved AIFs and AGOs'. 
 
You can issue multiple DROPFrm commands to drop discontinuous sets of labels. 
 
Once you have DROPped labels, you cannot recover them, except by quitting TRACK, re-
entering TRACK and re-issuing the FORMAT command.  You can issue a SAVEfrm 
command following your DROPFrm command(s); this will save the DSECT as modified by 
the DROPFrm command(s). Indeed, the purpose of the DROPFrm command is to allow you 
to fix a DSECT mapping, and save the corrected mapping via the SAVEfrm command. 
 
SAVEFRM command for the FRM panel 
 
The SAVEFRM command saves the currently displayed dsect in a file named 'dsect 
TRACKFRM A'.  This file is in a special format that only TRACK can read.  Once you have 
saved a dsect in this way, TRACK will look for it on any future FORMAT commands.  The 
idea is to avoid having to re-read your MACLIBs and re-build the in-storage control blocks.  
You can build up a library of TRACKFRM files.  Then, whenever you go into TRACK, 
those dsects will be immediately available without going through the overhead of reading 
maclibs and parsing the assembler statements. 
 
The syntax of the SAVEFRM command is: 
 
              SAVEFRM 
 
SAVEFRM will only save a dsect onto your A disk, and it will NOT replace a saved dsect 
from your A disk. You must manually erase the 'dsect TRACKFRM A' file before issuing a 
new SAVEFRM command for the same dsect. TRACK will read a saved dsect file from 
ANY accessed disk, however, so that you can make saved dsects available on a public disk. 
 
TRACK will look for a 'dsect TRACKFRM' file before attempting to read your MACLIBs. If 
you have modified a control block, you should erase the old TRACKFRM file, issue 
FORMAT to force a read of the MACLIB, then issue another SAVEFRM command to save 
the newly formatted control block (you can do all of this from within TRACK). The fact that 
TRACK looks for a SAVEFRM file before searching MACLIBs, means that you can use the 
FORMAT command without accessing any MACLIBs. 
 
Before you save a dsect with SAVEfrm, you should go through it (as displayed by TRACK) 
and fix-up incorrect mappings with the DROPFrm command (see above). 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
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PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - Scrolls forward or back by lines, or scrolls to a label 
PF7  - Scrolls display FORWARD  one screen's worth 
PF8  - Scrolls display BACKWARD one screen's worth 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Displays VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
Three special PF keys are available with the FRM screen, PFs 6, 7 and 8. 
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll you back and forth through the dsect a screen's worth at a time. 
 
PF6 is a multi-purpose PFkey. When you hit PF6, TRACK looks at the command line.  If it 
finds a number, it scrolls FORWARD that many lines. If the number is preceded by a '-' sign, 
it scrolls BACK that many lines. 
 
If it finds the word 'top' or 'bot', it scrolls to the top or bottom of the dsect, respectively. 
 
If it finds any other word, it assumes that you have entered a LABEL, and it does the 
equivalent of an XEDIT FIND - it searches for a label in the dsect that starts with the 
characters you typed. 
 
If TRACK finds nothing on the command line, it repeats the last PF6 argument (default = '1').  
So: 
 
        Type       Hit     Action 
        ----       ---     ------ 
         1         PF6     Scroll forward 1 line 
        -12        PF6     Scroll back 12 lines 
         vmdu      PF6     Look for label that starts with 'VMDU' 
         <nothing> PF6     Repeat last PF6 argument; if no last 
                             PF6 argument, scroll forward on line. 
         top       PF6     Scroll to top of dsect 
         bot       PF6     Scroll to bottom of dsect 
         vmdu      PF6     Scroll to label that starts with 'VMDU' 
         <nothing> PF6     Scroll to next label that start with 'VMDU' 
         <nothing> PF6     Scroll to next label that start with 'VMDU' 
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HIDEFRM – FRM panel subcommand 
 
The HIDEFRM command may only be issued from the FRM panel in TRACK. 
 
See the FORMAT section on "HIDERM command for the FRM panel" for more information. 
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IUCV – Command and Panel 
 
Syntax 
 

 
IUCV 

 
[ *cpservice ] 
 

 
Enter IUCV while on any panel.  This will display the IUCV/APPC connections for the 
userid being tracked.  If you are tracking the SYSTEM userid, then you can filter the CP 
Services on the IUCV panel by entering a *cpservice name after the IUCV command. 
 
Example:   TRACK SYSTEM IUCV *MSG 
 
That will display only the *MSG services.  To return to displaying all the services, simply 
enter IUCV ALL   The CP Service filter keyword has no affect when used for any other 
userid than SYSTEM. 
 
Screen Shot – Joe User 
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Screen Shot – SYSTEM with *IDENT filter 
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MACRO facility 
 
Overview 
 
TRACK's MACRO facility allows you invoke a REXX exec containing READSTRG and 
NOTE subcommands (like the corresponding DUMPSCAN macro subcommands in IBM's 
(DVF) Dump Viewing Facility) that will be processed by TRACK. This can be used to read 
another user's (or your own) virtual storage, logically extending the information provided by 
TRACK's CMS panel. 
 
In addition to the READSTRG and NOTE subcommands, TRACK also supports TRACKEE, 
REGS and CMSG subcommands.  These subcommands are explained in more detail below. 
 
Macros can be run from within TRACK or on the initial TRACK command. They can either 
cause execution of the TRACK module to end when they finish or not.  Any command that is 
not recognized as a TRACK command will be assumed to be a TRACK macro, and an 
attempt will be made to execute commandname TRACK. 
 
 
Syntax 
 
You can invoke a TRACK macro in 2 different ways.  One way is to use the MACRO 
keyword, which will cause execution of the TRACK command to end when the macro 
finishes.  The syntax of this command is: 
 

 
TRACK userid MACRO 

 
[macroname  [ macro_parameters   [ ( macro_options  ]]] 
 

 
For example, the command TRACK * MACRO TEST will cause TRACK to invoke a 
REXX exec named TEST TRACK after it has set up the TRACK environment.  When the 
macro has completed the TRACK program ends. You'll never see the inside of the TRACK 
environment.  It's meant to be used as a way for a REXX exec to read a user's virtual storage. 
 
The other way to invoke a TRACK macro is to omit the MACRO keyword. The syntax of 
this command is: 
 

 
TRACK userid  

 
[macroname  [ macro_parameters   [ ( macro_options  ]]] 
 

 
For example, the command TRACK * TEST will cause TRACK to invoke a REXX exec 
named TEST TRACK after it has set up the TRACK environment. However, when the macro 
has completed, the TRACK program does not end, and you will be left at the VMD screen of 
the user you tracked. 
 
So, the MACRO keyword governs whether or not TRACK terminates when the macro 
finishes executing.  The same holds true when a macro is run as an internal TRACK 
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command.  If you don't use the MACRO keyword (for example, typing TEST on the 
command line from within TRACK), you'll end up right where you were when you issued the 
command to invoke the TRACK macro 
 
If you do specify the MACRO keyword (for example, typing MACRO TEST on the 
command line from within TRACK), when the exec completes, so will TRACK.  If you're 
tracking more than 1 user, it will be as if you quit tracking that user, and you'll be left on 
another tracked user. 
 
Note that any parameters or options used by the macro must be limited to 8 characters.  
Actually, if the macro is invoked from within TRACK, it can handle longer parameters and 
options, but they will be truncated to 8 characters when it's included on the initial TRACK 
command. 
 
Macro Subcommands 
 
READSTRG macro subcommand 
 
While TRACK macros can contain any REXX exec statements, they can be written to use the 
READSTRG subcommand, which can read virtual or real storage and save it in a REXX 
variable.  The syntax for READSTRG, which is exactly the same as for DUMPSCAN's 
READSTRG subcommand, except for the <H> enhancement, is: 
 

 
READSTRG  

 
[ <H>address   [ flag  [ length  [ ( VAR variable ]]]] 
 

 
      H        - get CP real (host) storage 
      address  - the (real or virtual) storage address 
 
      flag     - "%" indicates 24-bit indirect address 
               - "?" indicates 31-bit indirect address 
 
      length   - a hexadecimal value from 1 to 1000  (defaults to 4) 
 
      variable - the name of a REXX variable to hold the result 
                 (defaults to "RESULT") 
 
For example,  'READSTRG E5D 1 (VAR CMSPROG'  would read the byte of virtual storage 
at address x'00000E5D' for the user being tracked, and save the results in variable 
CMSPROG.  'READSTRG H2A20 4 (VAR CPVAL' would read the 4 bytes of CP real 
storage at x'00002A20' and save the results in the CPVAL variable.   
 
NOTE macro subcommand 
 
TRACK macros also support the NOTE subcommand.  The syntax for this is: 
 

 
NOTE  

 
'string' 
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          string    - a 1 to 80 character string, enclosed in quotes 
 
The output of the NOTE subcommand goes to your console, like the REXX Say command.  
A separate NOTE panel for the output of NOTE subcommands might be written in the future.  
In the meantime, you may want to spool your console, if you aren't already doing it. 
 
 
TRACKEE macro subcommand 
 
In addition to the READSTRG and NOTE subcommands, TRACK also supports TRACKEE 
and REGS subcommands.  TRACKEE returns the userid and/or the VMDBK address of the 
user being TRACKed when the macro is invoked.  By default, it returns both, separated by a 
blank.  The syntax for the TRACKEE subcommand is: 
 

 
TRACKEE  

 
[ USER|VMDBK   [  ( VAR variable ]] 
 

 
      USER      - return only the TRACKed user's userid 
      VMDBK     - return only the TRACKed user's VMDBK addr 
 
      variable  - the name of a REXX variable to hold the 
                  result (defaults to "RESULT") 
 
 
REGS macro subcommand 
 
The REGS subcommand returns all or one of the TRACKed user's general, control, access or 
floating point registers.  By default, it returns the TRACKed user's 16 general registers, 
separated by blanks, in the variable RESULT.  The syntax for the REGS subcommand is: 
 

 
REGS  

 
[ Gn|Rn|Cn|An|Fn   [ ( VAR variable ]] 
 

 
      G or R    - return user's 16 general registers 
      Gn or Rn  - return user's 4 byte general register Gn, 
                  where n is 0 thru F <0123456789ABCDEF> 
 
      C         - return user's 16 control registers 
      Cn        - return user's 4 byte control register Cn, 
                  where n is 0 thru F <0123456789ABCDEF> 
 
      A         - return user's 16 access registers 
      An        - return user's 4 byte access register An, 
                  where n is 0 thru F <0123456789ABCDEF> 
 
      F         - return user's 4 floating point registers 
      Fn        - return user's 8 byte floating pt reg Fn, 
                  where n is 0, 2, 4 or 6 <0246> 
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      variable  - the name of a REXX variable to hold the 
                  result (defaults to "RESULT") 
 
 
CMSG macro subcommand 
 
TRACK also supports a CMSG subcommand, the output of which is written to TRACK's 
command line.  You can then redisplay this command by using the '?' TRACK command.  
The syntax for this is: 
 

 
CMSG  

 
string 
 

 
           string    - a 1 to 134 byte character string 
 
One handy use of this subcommand might be for a macro to locate a control block and write a 
FORMAT command to the command line with the address filled in.  If a macro uses this 
subcommand more than once, only the last one will be available in the command line. 
 
 
Use 
 
A TRACK subcommand environment (SUBCOM TRACK) is created when the TRACK 
module is invoked, and it is removed when the module terminates.  If you want to halt 
execution of a macro that you've invoked, the proper way to do so would be to use the CMS 
immediate command HI (Halt Interpretation), not the CMS immediate command HX (Halt 
Execution).  Your TRACK macros could have code such as the following included in them to 
exit cleanly upon being ordered to halt interpretation: 
 

Signal on halt 
  . . . 
Halt:    /* Exit cleanly if halted */ 
Say 'Macro terminated by your HI command' 
Exit 

 
If you use the HX command to stop a TRACK macro, you will be left with a SUBCOM 
TRACK that will not be removed, as HX will also halt execution of the TRACK MODULE 
itself, and it won't have had a chance to clean up. 
 
In the past, filed TRACK screens were saved (by pressing PF5) as files with filetype 
TRACK.  To avoid confusion with TRACK macros, this has been changed so that filed 
output will be saved with filetype TRACKFIL. You should rename any saved TRACK files 
you have to filetype TRACKFIL to continue to append to them and to avoid attempting to 
invoke them as macros. 
 
In order to handle more parameters and options for macros, the command line had to be 
enlarged.  This necessitated moving it up by 1 line and displaying messages on the separator 
line (line of = signs) instead of on a separate message line.  It doesn't look as nice as it used 
to, but you can now enter longer commands from the TRACK command line. 
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I have supplied a few TRACK macros from Perry Ruiter of BC Systems to use and to be used 
as a guide for writing your own macros.  To show you a simple one, here's Perry's 
PROGMAP TRACK macro.  It displays programs currently loaded in storage (like the output 
you get from the PROGMAP command) for the user being tracked. 
 

/* Display the program in storage chain */ 
  Say "Program in storage display" 
  'READSTRG 2E8 4 (VAR NUCLDSET' 
  If rc ^= 0 Then Exit rc 
 
  do while nucldset ^= 0 
    'READSTRG' nucldset '30 (VAR PRGBK' 
    parse value (prgbk) with prgnext   9 prgname  25, 
                             prgepa   33 prgladdr 41, 
                             prglen   49 . 
    Say nucldset x2c(prgname) prgepa prgladdr prglen 
    nucldset = prgnext 
  end 
 
exit 
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NAME – Command and Panel 
 
Syntax 
 
Type NAMes from ANY panel, then press ENTER. NAMes can be abbreviated to N. 
 
You can start tracking a user in the NAM panel by appending the word Names to an initial or 
internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track system n 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track * n 
 
Once in the NAM panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Screen Shot 

 
 
 
Description 
 
The NAM panel displays all logged-on users and their VMDBK addresses (users IN-
LOGOFF are also displayed). The message line shows the total count of logged-on users. 
 
 
Use 
 
If the NAMes do not fit on one screen, TRACK puts up a MORE message. Press ENTER to 
scroll the display, or keep entering NAMes to update the panel without scrolling. 
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PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - Sorts the display by USERID 
PF7  - Sorts the display by VMBLOK address 
PF8  - Tracks the user from cursor location 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Display VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
PF6 and PF7 sort the display by VMDBK address and USERID respectively. You can 
TRACK any display user by TABbing to the userid and hitting PF8. 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from 
ANY panel.  There are no commands specific to the NAM panel. 
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PFX – Command and Panel 
 
Syntax 
 

 
PFX  

 
[ I|M|A|0|1|2|3|4|5|6 ] 
 

 
You can start tracking a user in the PFX panel by appending any of the above 'PFX' 
commands to an initial or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track system pfx 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track system pfx M 
 
Once in the PFX panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Screen Shot 

 
 
 
Description 
 
The PFX panel shows low core as per CP's PFXPG dsect. On all systems, "PFX" by itself 
shows the IPL processor's page 0, as does "PFX I". Entering "PFX M" will get you the 
Master processor prefix page. Entering "PFX A" will get you the (or an) Alternate processor 
prefix page, if there is one. If there's more than one, you'll get the next one in the chain. 
Entering "PFX n", where n = 1 thru 6, will get you a specific processor's prefix page, if that 
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processor address exists. Entering "PFX 0" will show you the storage at the address identified 
as the processor's prefix value. Note that on VM/XA or VM/ESA systems, absolute page 0 
(this page) contains very little useful information, at least as far as I (RJF) can tell. 
 
 
Use 
 
A number of the values displayed on the PFX panel are imbedded in unprotected fields.  You 
can place your cursor under these values simply by pressing the TAB key.  This is useful if 
you want to display a real or virtual address (TAB to the address, hit PF1 or PF10), display a 
device (TAB to the device address, hit PF12), or format the address 
(type 'FORMAT dsect', TAB to the address, hit ENTER).  
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - Scrolls PFX display forward or back by lines 
PF7  - Scrolls back    one screen's worth of PFX display 
PF8  - Scrolls forward one screen's worth of PFX display 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Display VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll the displayed lines BACK and FORWARD a screen-full at a time. PF6 
scrolls forward or back in lines - type a number, or a number preceded by a '-' sign, before 
hitting PF6 (if you don't type anything, PF6 scrolls the display forward one line). 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.  
You can enter any form of the PFX command from within the PFX panel (or from ANY 
panel) to switch between PFX's on an AP or MP generated system. 
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PRT – Command and Panel 
 
Syntax 
 

 
PRT  

 
[ address|Next|First ] 
 

  
You can start tracking a user in the PRT panel by appending any of the above 'prt' commands 
to an initial or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track rscs prt 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track mvs prt 00E 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track mvs prt 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track mvs prt 00E 
 
Once in the PRT panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Screen Shot 

 
 
 
Description 
 
The PRT panel displays lines from an active spooled printer. By 'active' is meant a printer 
that is being accessed via the SIO/SIOF instruction. 
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Because of restrictions in the architecture of CP, TRACK cannot show lines being printed by 
a dedicated or attached printer. 
 
If you enter 'PRT' by itself, lines from the FIRST active spooled printer are displayed (first in 
device address order).  'PRT N' skips to the next active spooled printer (if any).  'PRT F' 
returns to the first active spooled printer.  Finally, 'PRT address' shows lines from a specific 
spooled printer (where 'address' is the virtual address of the printer). If the virtual address is 
0F01, remember to specify the leading 0 to see this device, or the F will show the First active 
spooled printer instead. 
 
 
Use 
 
TRACK displays the lines in CP's current in-core spool buffer (if any). Each line is preceded 
by a line number, showing that line's offset from the top of the display.  Every time you press 
ENTER, the entire CP spool buffer is re-read.  Thus, the display may jump from showing 
many lines, to showing just a few (or none). 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - No special action, updates the panel 
PF7  - Scrolls back    one screen's worth of printer lines 
PF8  - Scrolls forward one screen's worth of printer lines 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Display VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll the displayed lines BACK and FORWARD a screen-full at a time. 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.  
You can enter any form of the PRT command from within the PRT panel (or from ANY 
panel) to switch between active printers. 
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PUN – Command and Panel 
 
Syntax 
 

 
PUN  

 
[ address|Next|First ] 
 

 
You can start tracking a user in the PUN panel by appending any of the above 'pun' 
commands to an initial or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track rscs pun 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track mvs pun 00D 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track mvs pun 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track mvs pun 00D 
 
Once in the PUN panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Screen Shot 

 
 
 
Description 
 
The PUN panel displays lines from an active spooled punch. By 'active' is meant a punch that 
is being accessed via the SIO/SIOF instruction. 
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Because of restrictions in the architecture of CP, TRACK cannot show lines being punched 
by a dedicated or attached punch. 
 
If you enter 'PUN' by itself, lines from the FIRST active spooled punch are displayed (first in 
device address order).  'PUN N' skips to the next active spooled punch (if any).  'PUN F' 
returns to the first active spooled punch.  Finally, 'PUN address' shows lines from a specific 
spooled punch (where 'address' is the virtual address of the punch). If the virtual address is 
0F01, remember to specify the leading 0 to see this device, or the F will show the First active 
spooled punch instead. 
 
 
Use 
 
TRACK displays the lines in CP's current in-core spool buffer (if any). Each line is preceded 
by a line number, showing that line's offset from the top of the display.  Every time you press 
ENTER, the entire CP spool buffer is re-read.  Thus, the display may jump from showing 
many lines, to showing just a few (or none). 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - No special action, updates the panel 
PF7  - Scrolls back    one screen's worth of punch lines 
PF8  - Scrolls forward one screen's worth of punch lines 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Display VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll the displayed lines BACK and FORWARD a screen-full at a time. 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.  
You can enter any form of the PUN command from within the PUN panel (or from ANY 
panel) to switch between active punches 
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QUIT or DROP - Commands 
 
Syntax 
 
Enter QUIT <userid> from ANY track panel 
or 
Enter DROP <userid> from ANY track panel 
 
 
Description 
 
If you are tracking multiple users, QUIT|DROP terminates tracking of the current user (if you 
just enter 'QUIT' or 'DROP'), or terminates tracking of any tracked user (if you enter 'QUIT 
userid' or 'DROP userid'). 
 
If you are tracking only one user, QUIT|DROP terminates TRACK (same action as hitting 
PF3). 
 
Please note that PF3 terminates TRACK - it does not simply quit tracking the current tracked 
user. 
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RDR – Command and Panel 
 
Syntax 
 

 
RDR  

 
[ address|Next|First ] 
 

 
You can start tracking a user in the RDR panel by appending any of the above 'rdr' 
commands to an initial or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track rscs rdr 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track mvs rdr 00C 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track mvs rdr 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track mvs rdr 00C 
 
Once in the RDR panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Screen Shot 

 
(yeah, boring, but that was the best I could do!) 
 
 
Description 
 
The RDR panel displays lines from an active spooled reader. By 'active' is meant a reader that 
is being accessed via the SIO/SIOF instruction. 
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Because of restrictions in the architecture of CP, TRACK cannot show lines being read from 
a dedicated or attached reader, nor can it show lines being read via DIAGNOSE 14. 
 
If you enter 'RDR' by itself, lines from the FIRST active spooled reader are displayed (first in 
device address order).  'RDR N' skips to the next active spooled reader (if any).  'RDR F' 
returns to the first active spooled reader.  Finally, 'RDR address' shows lines from a specific 
spooled reader (where 'address' is the virtual address of the reader). If the virtual address is 
0F01, remember to specify the leading 0 to see this device, or the F will show the First active 
spooled reader instead. 
 
 
Use 
 
TRACK displays the lines in CP's current in-core spool buffer (if any). Each line is preceded 
by a line number, showing that line's offset from the top of the display.  Every time you press 
ENTER, the entire CP spool buffer is re-read.  Thus, the display may jump from showing 
many lines, to showing just a few (or none). 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - No special action, updates the panel 
PF7  - Scrolls back    one screen's worth of reader lines 
PF8  - Scrolls forward one screen's worth of reader lines 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Display VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll the displayed lines BACK and FORWARD a screen-full at a time. 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.  
You can enter any form of the RDR command from within the RDR panel (or from ANY 
panel) to switch between active readers. 
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RETRIEVE – VMD subcommand 
 
Syntax 
 

 
RETRIEVE 

 
[ ON | OFF | ? ] 
 

 
The RETrieve command toggles the display of the RETRIEVE buffer in the VMD panel.  
You may enter this command from any panel, but it will not take effect until you return to the 
VMD panel. 
 
If you enter RETrieve by itself, or followed by a "?", the current status of the RETRIEVE 
display will be shown. The status of the RETRIEVE display is remembered by TRACK even 
if you leave and return to the VMD panel. 
 
If you are tracking more than one user, the RETrieve display status is separately maintained 
for each user. 
 
It is possible to generate a version of TRACK that will not display the RETRIEVE buffer, 
even if this command is used (see TRACK MEMO). 
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RST – Command and Panel 
 
Description 
 
The RST panel shows real storage in HEX, EBCDIC and ASSEMBLER format. The storage 
is displayed in 4 byte chunks, 16 bytes to  a line, along with the real addresses and offsets. 
 
 
Syntax 
 
Type a real address on the command line, or place your cursor under a real address (use the 
TAB key to move your cursor), then press PF1 or PF13 from any track panel (including the 
RST panel itself). 
 
You can also hit PF1/13 without typing a real address (or placing your cursor under a real 
address) -- in this case, the last real storage addresses are re-displayed in a cyclic fashion.  If 
you are tracking multiple users, the RST storage addresses are remembered separately for 
each user. 
 
If you hit PF1 without specifying an address, and you have not previously used PF1, the 
display starts at real address 0. 
 
You can start tracking a user in the RST panel by appending the word 'rst' and a real address 
to an initial or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track system rst 0 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track system rst 2B28000 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track system rst 481000 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track pvm rst 1E7200 
 
Once in the RST panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
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Screen Shot – normal display 

 
 
Screen Shot – disassemble 

 
 
 
Use 
 
All of the values displayed on the RST panel are imbedded in unprotected fields.  You can 
place your cursor under these values simply by pressing the TAB key.  This is useful if you 
want to display a new real or virtual address (TAB to the address, hit PF1 or PF10), or format 
the address (type 'FORMAT dsect', TAB to the address, hit ENTER). 
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You can type an address prefixed with a + or - sign, then hit PF1.  This will scroll the display 
forward or back that many hex bytes -- e.g., you type +28 and hit PF1.  The display will shift 
forward X'28' bytes. 
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll the display a screen-full at a time. 
 
PF6 will dis-assemble the displayed storage.  Press PF6 again to return the display to it's 
standard mode.  You can scroll forwards or back (via PF7 and PF8) while in dis-assembly 
mode. 
 
You can search for a HEX or EBCDIC string in real storage.  To search for a HEX string, 
type an X, immediately followed by the hex string, and hit PF1.  To search for an EBCDIC 
string, type a /, immediately followed by a string, and hit PF1.  TRACK will scroll the 
display to the location of the string (The string will always be found since, at a minimum, it 
will be contained in TRACK's own storage). 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Shifts to a new address if you type, or place cursor under, an 
       address; else shifts to any previously displayed real address(es). 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - Toggles dis-assembly display mode 
PF7  - Scrolls back    one screen's worth of real addresses 
PF8  - Scrolls forward one screen's worth of real addresses 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Displays VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.   
 
The only command specific to the RST panel is ASCII.  See the ASCII – Command section 
for more information. 
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SAVEFRM – FRM panel subcommand 
 
The SAVEFRM command may only be issued from the FRM panel in TRACK. 
 
See the FORMAT section on "SAVERM command for the FRM panel" for more 
information. 
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TRACK command - External 
 
Syntax 
 

 
TRACK 

 
userid [ command  [ (options 
 
Options: 
FILE 
 

 
 
Definitions: 
 

userid 
 

The userid of the user you wish to TRACK.  TRACK recognizes the following special 
userids: 
 
§ * to track yourself 
§ SYSTEM to track the system VMDBK 
§ OP to track the system operator 
§ X'addr' to track the VMDBK at the specified address 

 
 

command 
 

Any command which is valid within TRACK.  You can specify an initial command to 
go directly to some panel other than the VMD panel. For example: 
 
§ TRACK userid FORMAT NUCON V0 

enters TRACK in FRM panel 
 

§ TRACK userid CON 
enters TRACK in CON panel 

 
 

Options: 
 

FILE 
 
Builds the TRACK panel contents and saves to a file called <userid> TRACKFIL A. Once 
the file is written, TRACK ends without displaying any panels.   This option is useful when 
wrapping TRACK with a web CGI program or other service-machine type application. 
 
TRACK command - Internal 
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The internal TRACK command is the TRACK command issued from within TRACK, as 
opposed to the TRACK command issued from CMS. 
 
Syntax 
 

 
Track 

 
[ userid|? [  command  [  (options 
 
Options: 
NEW 
 

 
 
'Track' can be abbreviated to 'T'. 
 
Examples: Track operator 
          Track pvm (new 
          Track pvm format nucon v0 
          Track pvm format nucon v0 (new 
          Track pvm con (new 
          Track pvm ret off 
          T pvm track rscs 
          Track pvm t rscs c 
          Track pvm aup 
          Track * (new 
          Track = VMD 
 
You can append an INTERNAL track command to your EXTERNAL track command (the 
one you issue from CMS) - this allows you to enter TRACK with multiple user's immediately 
tracked.  You can also append any other TRACK command (including TRACK itself) to an 
internal TRACK command. 
 
For example: 
 
From CMS,   you enter 'Track userid t userid2' 
From CMS,   you enter 'Track userid t userid2 con' 
From CMS,   you enter 'Track userid t userid2 format pfxpg 0' 
 
From TRACK, you enter 'T userid2 t userid3' 
From TRACK, you enter 'T userid2 t userid3 con' 
 
 
Description 
 
You can track up to 8 users at a time via the internal TRACK command. TRACK displays 
the number of users you are currently tracking in the top left-hand corner of the screen. 
 
Entering 'TRACK ?' will display a list of tracked users on the message line. 
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If you are tracking more than one user, entering 'Track' by itself will rotate you through the 
tracked users. 
 
Entering 'Track userid' will start tracking a new user, or will rotate to that user if it is already 
being tracked. 
 
You can track the same user multiple times by appending the 'NEW' option to the internal 
Track command. For example, if you are tracking OPERATOR, and you want to start 
another TRACK session for OPERATOR, you would enter 'TRACK OPERATOR (NEW'. 
Without the '(NEW' option, TRACK would simply rotate to the existing TRACK session for 
OPERATOR. 
 
You can also append an initial command to the internal Track command (before any options).  
Any valid TRACK command can be used as an initial command.  For example, to start 
tracking a new user (or rotate to an already-tracked user) in the CONsole panel, you would 
enter 'Track userid con'. 
 
 
Use 
 
It may be useful to track the same user multiple times if you wish to quickly jump between 
different panel displays for the same user.  Instead of shifting between panels via PF keys and 
commands, you can create multiple TRACK sessions for one user, bring up a different panel 
in each session, then jump between the sessions (and hence between the panels) simply by 
entering 'T'. 
 
Please note that you do NOT have to track the same user multiple times to display different 
panels for a user - from ONE track session, you can shift between the various TRACK panels 
simply by entering the appropriate TRACK command or hitting the appropriate PF key. 
Multi-user tracking may simply be a time-saver. 
 
In particular, tracking the same user multiple times may be useful in connection with the 
FORMAT command. You can format and display up to 8 separate dsects at a time for one 
user by tracking the same user 8 times, and issuing a different FORMAT command in each 
TRACK session. Of course, you can also do this from ONE track session, by repeatedly 
entering a series of FORMAT commands. Doing it with multi-user tracking, however, may 
be a time-saver. 
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VMD – Command and Panel 
 
Syntax 
 
Hit PF9 or PF21 from ANY panel, or type VMD on the TRACK command line. 
 
The VMD panel is the first panel displayed when you enter TRACK. It is also the first panel 
displayed when you start tracking a new user from within TRACK.  You can get to the VMD 
panel at any time by pressing PF9 or PF21 or typing VMD. 
 
If you want to enter TRACK with some panel OTHER than the VMD panel displayed, 
append the panel name to the TRACK command. For example, the command 'Track operator 
con' will enter TRACK in the CON panel. You can also append panel names to the internal 
form of the TRACK command. 
 
Once in the VMD panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Screen Shot – 32bit (CMS) userid 
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Screen Shot – 64bit guest 

 
 
 
Description 
 
The VMD panel shows selected information from the tracked user's VMDBK and low core. 
 
The following information is displayed on the VMD panel: 
 
    VMDBK  @      :  Address of tracked user's VMDBK 
    Class  =      :  Tracked user's CP privilege class(es) 
    Share  =      :  Tracked user's share of the system 
    Logon  =      :  Logon date and time 
    Virtcpu=      :  Virtual CPU time used since LOGON 
    Totcpu =      :  Total   CPU time used since LOGON 
 
    Lastio =      :  Virtual address of device with outstanding i/o 
Note: When this info is unavailable, the following is shown instead 
    nnnn Devices  :  Count of defined virtual devices 
 
    Storage=      :  Total virtual storage (size of virtual machine) 
    Account=      :  Tracked user's CP account field 
    Console=      :  Address and type of virtual machine console 
    Last CP=      :  Last CP command issued 
 
    Privop =      :  Last privileged operation issued 
Note: When this info is unavailable, the following are shown instead 
    Locked   =    :  Count of locked user pages 
    Resident =    :  Count of resident pages 
 
    WSS    =      :  Projected working set size 
    PSW    =      :  PSW at last entry to CP 
    CC     =      :  Condition Code of PSW 
    STAT   =      :  Status from PSW (mode, state) 
    CPUaddr=      :  CPU address of virtual CPU 
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    #CPUs  =      :  Number of guest CPUs 
    Mach   =      :  Virtual machine mode type 
    Amode  =      :  Addressing mode 
    OrigVMD @     :  Origin VMDBK address 
    Sio    =      :  Count of non-spooled i/o requests issued since LOGON 
    Pr     =      :  Count of lines printed since LOGON 
    Pun    =      :  Count of lines punched since LOGON 
    Read   =      :  Count of lines read    since LOGON 
    Dist   =      :  Distribution code 
    R0-7   =      :  Registers 0 to 7  at last entry to CP 
    R8-F   =      :  Registers 8 to 15 at last entry to CP 
    Rstat  =      :  Bits from VMDBK flag field VMDRSTAT 
    Slist:        :  Scheduling list definition status 
    Qstat  =      :  Bits from VMDBK flag field VMDQSTAT 
    Ostat  =      :  Bits from VMDBK flag field VMDOSTAT 
 
The following five fields will be displayed as '???' if TRACK is unable to read the user's 
virtual page 0 (the fields will be meaningless if the tracked user is not running CMS). 
 
    Ipl    =      :  The CMS NUCON field SYSNAME 
    Com    =      :  The CMS NUCON field LASTCMND 
    Exec   =      :  The CMS NUCON field LASTEXEC 
    Mod    =      :  The CMS NUCON field LASTLMOD 
    Tran   =      :  The CMS NUCON field LASTTMOD 
 
The rest of the panel displays the user's RETRIEVE buffer, if any, unless the RET OFF 
command has been issued. If you have entered RET OFF, enter RET ON to turn the display 
of the RETRIEVE buffer back on (if you get a bad return code from the RET command, then 
the RETRIEVE buffer display has been disabled). 
 
 
Use 
 
A number of the values displayed on the VMD panel are imbedded in unprotected fields.  
You can place your cursor under these values simply by pressing the TAB key.  This is useful 
if you want to display a real or virtual address (TAB to the address, hit PF1 or PF10), display 
a device (TAB to the device address, hit PF12), or format the address (type 'FORMAT dsect', 
TAB to the address, hit ENTER). 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - No special action, just updates the panel 
PF7  - Shifts to PREVIOUS user in VMDBK chain (cyclic) 
PF8  - Shifts to NEXT     user in VMDBK chain (cyclic) 
PF9  - No special action, just updates the panel 
PF10 - Displays VIRTUAL storage (VST panel) 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
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Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from ANY panel.  
What follows are commands specific to the VMD panel. 
 
 
RETRIEVE subcommand 
 
Syntax: RETrieve <ON|OFF|?> 
 
See the RETRIEVE – VMD subcommand section for more information. 
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VST – Command and Panel 
 
Description 
 
The VST panel shows virtual storage in HEX, EBCDIC and ASSEMBLER format. The 
storage is displayed in 4 byte chunks, 16 bytes to a line, along with the virtual addresses, 
offsets and corresponding real address (the real address is the location in CP real storage 
where the virtual storage currently resides).  If the displayed storage crosses a page boundary, 
TRACK displays the real address of both real pages in which the virtual storage resides (they 
need not be contiguous). 
 
TRACK attempts to read virtual storage by searching CP's segment and page tables.  If the 
storage is resident or if the storage has been locked, this search will succeed, and the storage 
will be read and displayed. 
 
If the search fails, TRACK attempts to issue a LOCK command, to force CP to page in the 
storage.  If you do not have the privileges necessary to issue the LOCK command, TRACK 
will issue an error message to that effect.  If the LOCK succeeds, TRACK will read the 
storage and immediately issue an UNLOCK command.  Thus, TRACK will not be 
LOCKING pages for any longer than it takes to read them (generally under 5 hundredths of a 
second).  Note further that TRACK will not UNLOCK pages that have been previously 
locked, because, in this case, TRACK will locate the storage via CP's segment and page 
tables. 
 
 
Syntax 
 
Type a virtual address on the command line, or place your cursor under a virtual address (use 
the TAB key to move your cursor), then press PF10 or PF22 from any track panel (including 
the VST panel itself). 
 
You can also hit PF10/22 without typing a virtual address (or placing your cursor under a 
virtual address) -- in this case, the last virtual addresses are re-displayed in a cyclic fashion.  
If you are tracking multiple users, the VST storage addresses are remembered separately for 
each user. 
 
If you hit PF10 without specifying an address, and you have not previously used PF10, the 
display starts at virtual address 0. 
 
You can start tracking a user in the VST panel by appending the word 'vst' and a virtual 
address to an initial or internal TRACK command. 
 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track operator vst 20000 
For example, from CMS,   enter: Track pvm vst 30000 
For example, from TRACK, enter: Track rscs vst 0 
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Once in the VST panel, simply keep pressing ENTER to have the displayed information 
updated, or press PF2 to have TRACK automatically update the displayed information (try 
HELP TRACK AUTO for more information on automatic panel updates). 
 
 
Screen Shot - EBCIDIC 

 
 
Screen Shot – disassembled 
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Screen Shot – with ASCII ON  (Linux guest) 

 
 
 
Use 
 
All of the values displayed on the VST panel are imbedded in unprotected fields.  You can 
place your cursor under these values simply by pressing the TAB key.  This is useful if you 
want to display a new virtual or real address (TAB to the address, hit PF10 or PF1), or format 
the address (type 'FORMAT dsect', TAB to the address, hit ENTER). 
 
You can type an address prefixed with a + or - sign, then hit PF10.  This will scroll the 
display forward or back that many hex bytes -- e.g., you type +28 and hit PF10.  The display 
will shift forward X'28' bytes. 
 
PF7 and PF8 scroll the display a screen-full at a time. 
 
PF6 will dis-assemble the displayed storage.  Press PF6 again to return the display to it's 
standard mode.  You can scroll forwards or back (via PF7 and PF8) while in dis-assembly 
mode. 
 
 
PFKeys 
PF1  - Displays REAL storage (RST panel) 
PF2  - Enters AUTO-UPDATE mode 
PF3  - Quit 
PF4  - Prints the displayed screen (does NOT close the printer) 
PF5  - Files the displayed screen  (in file 'userid TRACKFIL A') 
PF6  - Toggles dis-assembly display mode 
PF7  - Scrolls back    one screen's worth of virtual addresses 
PF8  - Scrolls forward one screen's worth of virtual addresses 
PF9  - Displays VMDBK (VMD panel) 
PF10 - Shifts to a new address if you type, or place cursor under, an 
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       address; else shifts to previously displayed virtual addresses. 
PF11 - Displays DEVICES (DEV panel) 
PF12 - Displays DEVICE BLOCKS (DBK panel) 
 
 
Commands 
 
See the General Information section for a description of commands valid from any panel. 
 
The only command specific to the VST panel is ASCII.  See the ASCII – Command section 
for more information. 
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